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Editorial
Dear Reader,

Another Great Distraction
The Russian-Ukrainian Border War

so many businesses, not to mention the misery
caused to bereaved families from the poison, so
just like a conjurer focusing his audiences eyes
on his right hand to distract from what he is
doing with his left. It is no doubt this is thereason
that BoJo, Prime Minister of the UK stated that
he will allow all remaining temporary provisions
of the Coronavirus Act to expire on 25 March
2022 as written in the Act. This date containing
the Skull and Bones number 322!

Its probably no coincidence that controversial
Met Police Commissioner, Cressida Dick, was
sacked for allowing Hammersmith Police to
issue a crime number following a complaint of
named people being responsible for the
administration of a poisonous substance
The Ukrainian war is now dominating the designed to harm.
headlines of Main Stream Media instead of
Covid! This is not surprising, since the The enemy is running scarred of the
scamdemic narrative is falling apart caused by consequences of its crimes, hence the sacking of
the exposure of their lies about the jab’s efficacy Cressida Dick, and change of narrative to Russia
and the Ukraine.
Instead of protecting people the jab has caused
a huge number of deaths and even greater Although the enemy has been wrong footed, we
numbers of adverse reactions, not to mention must brace ourselves for even harder times
thousands of highly qualified medical ahead, but a glimmer of light can be seen at the
practitioners having spoken out about the end of the tunnel! Praise Yahweh!!
dangers of the CV at great risk to their lives and
careers.
Editor (editornewensign.com)
The growing understanding worldwide of
This magazine is for private subscription
government criminality consequent to the only and is not in any way connected to The
manufactured pandemic causing the ruination of
Ensign Message Magazine.
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Was Mary a Levite or a Judahite?
By
Eli James

M

A
N
Y
CHRISTIAN
IDENTITY
BELIEVERS HAVE
WRITTEN TO ME
EXPRESSING
the
opinion that Mary,
mother of Jesus Christ,
was not of the tribe of Judah but was a
descendant of the Tribe of Levi.

a member of the Levitical priesthood or of the
tribe of Levi. He is simply mentioned as Joseph's
great-grandfather.)
But since Jesus Christ's true father was the Holy
Spirit, not Joseph, then we must concentrate on
Mary's lineage in order to show that Jesus was,
in fact, a Judahite. If Mary is not a Judahite, then
Christianity has a problem. Let's see if we can
get to the bottom of this question. Going back to
Matthew, we have this list of patriarchs:

In this paper, I am going to do my best to counter
this opinion and show the Biblical reasons why
it is unsound. Although most of those who have
expressed this opinion are concerned Christian
Identity adherents, there are also those who wish
to throw a monkey wrench into the works of
Christianity by suggesting the idea that Jesus was
NOT of the House of David, and therefore, not
a Judahite.
But if Mary was indeed a Levite, then there
would be a problem with the prophecy that the
Messiah would be of the House of Judah, seed
of David. Let's take a look at what the Good
Book tells us in Matthew 1:1:

"—Eliud was the father of Eleazar,
Eleazar the father of Matthan,
Matthan the father of Jacob; and
Jacob was the father of Joseph the
husband of Mary; of her was born
Jesus who is called Christ." -- Verse
15 & 16.
Since these lists do not contain the same names,
many critics of Scripture have claimed that this
is one of the famous instances where the Bible
seems to contradict itself; but I do not think so.

I think what the New Testament has recorded for
us is the separate genealogies of Joseph and
"A genealogy of Jesus Christ, son of David, son Mary, with Matthew giving us Joseph's descent
of Abraham…"
and Luke giving us Mary's line of descent. The
important fact is that Both are of the house of
Here is listed the statement by Matthew that David and Judah.
Jesus is, indeed, the son of David. Christ's
genealogy is given in a forward historical In Old Testament times (and the days of the
direction, starting from Abraham and ending Messiah were not different in this regard), the
with Jesus. Now, of course, this statement alone wife was considered the property of the husband.
does not solve our problem because we need two This custom led to certain idiomatic expressions
or three witnesses.
which are very confusing to those who are not
aware of the idiomatic nature of much of the
The Gospel of Luke also lists Jesus Christ's Bible's language.
genealogy, but in a backwards order, from Jesus
all the way back to Yahweh, our Father:
A great example is the story where Noah curses
his grandson, Canaan, for a sin committed by his
"When he started to teach, Jesus was about thirty son, Ham. The sin committed by Ham is
years old, being the son, as it was thought, of described as "Ham saw the nakedness of his
Joseph, son of Heli, son of Matthat, son of father."
Levi…son of David…son of Judah…son of
Adam, son of God." - Chapter 3, Verse 23-38. The reality is that the idiomatic expression,
"nakedness of the father," can also be a reference
Note that in the above quotation, the man, Levi, to the nakedness of the wife because she is his
is mentioned. It is not mentioned whether he is
( Page 3 )
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property. Therefore, many Bible scholars
interpret this story as being a case of incest in
which Ham must have had sexual relations with
his mother while both Noah and his wife were
in a drunken stupor, presumably celebrating the
landing of the Ark.

not a descendant of the tribe of Judah and merely
of the tribe of Levi just does not stand.
In addition, it is a matter of historical fact that
the Tribe of Levi was set apart and not to be
considered a distinct tribe anymore:
"Yahweh then set apart the tribe of Levi to carry
the ark of Yahweh's covenant, to stand in the
presence of Yahweh, to do him service and in
his name to pronounce blessing as they still do
today [whenever this verse was written!]. Levi
therefore has no share or inheritance with his
brothers: Yahweh is his inheritance, as Yahweh
your God told him."
Deut. 10:8,9. The Levitical priests were to get
their wives from the other tribes, so that the Tribe
of Levi would no longer exist as a distinct tribe.
Joshua 13:14 repeats this testimony.
"To the tribe of Levi alone was no inheritance
given."

This is why Noah cursed Canaan (above), not
Ham, because Canaan was quite likely the
product of incest! Without the knowledge of the
idiomatic nature of Biblical Hebrew, this idea is
not likely to occur to anyone and the whole
incident is a mystery.

From this standpoint, it is impossible for Mary
to be a Levite because the tribe of Levi ceased
to exist as a distinct tribe during the forty years
wandering in the desert. Yahweh gave them a
special mission and they obeyed that part of the
mission, about 1400 years before Mary was born.

In short, the Tribe of Levi was absorbed into the
The same type of idiomatic interpretation other tribes and was no longer considered a
probably applies to Luke 24 which says that distinct tribe.
Joseph was the son of Heli, but here we have to
During the time of Christ, the expression, "the
take the meaning as son-in-law.
sons of Levi," could only be a reference to the
The reason for this is that the two genealogies Levitical Priesthood, not the tribe of Levi. By
are different and because Matthew expressly this time, this priesthood had the blood of all
identifies Joseph as the husband of Mary, thus twelve tribes in its veins. None of this
giving us the clue that Matthew gives Joseph's disqualifies either Joseph or Mary from their
side of the family and Luke gives us Mary's side claim to being of the House of Judah through
David.
of the family.
Since the custom was always to give the All it means is that they might each carry the
genealogy through the father [Jews take note: genetic material of an original Levite in addition
Not through the mother!], Joseph is mentioned to the genetic material of David himself.
in both cases.
This fact would make Jesus qualify all the more
The Bible is not contradicting itself. It is simply for His role as Priest, King and Kinsman
giving us the two different lines of descent of the Redeemer. Praise Yah!
two parents. Note, however, that, either way,
The End OS15757
whichever genealogy you choose, Jesus is of
Judah and of David, so the claim that Mary is
( Page 4 )
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Old Testament
“Word for Word” Exodus Part 3
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
9. It shall come to be, if they will not believe
also these two signs, and not listen to your
voice, that you shall take of the water of the
river, and pour it upon the dry land: and the
water that you take out of the river shall
become blood 1818 upon the dry land.”
10. Said Mosheh to Yahweh, “O Yahweh, I am
not a man of speech, neither yesterday or the
day before yesterday nor since 227. You have
spoken to Your servant: but I am heavy 3615 of
l. Answered Mosheh and said, “But behold, they mouth 63l0, and heavy of tongue 3956.”
will not believe me, nor listen to my voice:
because they will say, ‘Yahweh has not 11. Said Yahweh to him, “Who has made the
mouth of adam? Or who makes the dumb
appeared to you.’”
483, or deaf 2795, or the seeing 6493, or the
2. Said Yahweh to him, “What is that in your blind 5787? Have not I, Yahweh?
hand?” And he replied, “A rod 4294.”
12. Now therefore go, and I will be with your
3. Said He, “Cast 7993 it on the ground.” And mouth, and teach 3384 you what you shall
he cast it on the ground, and it became a say.”
serpent 5175; and Mosheh fled from its
13. Said he, “O Yahweh, send, please, by the
presence.
hand of him whom You will send.”
4. Said Yahweh to Mosheh, “Put forth 7971
your hand, and take it by the tail 2180.” And 14. Kindled 2734 was the anger 639 of Yahweh
he put forth his hand, and caught it, and it against Mosheh, and said He, “Is not Aharon
175 your brother the Lewiy? Know I that he
became a rod in his hand.
can speak. And also, behold, he comes forth
5. “That they may believe that Yahweh to meet you: and when he sees you, he will be
Elohey their fathers, Elohey Abraham, glad 8055 in his heart.
Elohey Yitschaq, and Elohey Yaaqob, has
15. And shall you speak to him, and put
appeared to you.”
words in his mouth: and I will be with your
6. Said Yahweh furthermore 5750 to him, “Now mouth, and with his mouth, and will teach
put your hand into your bosom 2436.” And you what you shall do.
put he his hand into his bosom: and when he
brought it forth, behold, his hand was leprous 16. And he shall speak to the people: and he
shall be, he shall be to you instead of a mouth,
6879 as snow 7950.
and you shall be to him instead of Elohiym,
7. Said He, “Put your hand into your bosom
again.” And put he his hand into his bosom 17. And you shall take this rod in your hand,
again; and plucked it out of his bosom, and, by which you shall do signs.”
behold, it was restored 7725 as his other flesh
18. Went Mosheh and returned to Yithro his
1320.
father-in-law 2859, and said to him, “Let me go,
8. “It shall come to be, if they will not believe please, and return to my brothers which are in
you, and not listen to the voice 6963 of the Mits’rayim, and see whether they be yet 5750
first 7223 sign, that they will believe the voice alive 2416.” Said Yithro to Mosheh, “Go in
peace 7965.”
of the latter sign.

Chapter 4

( Page 5 )
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19. Said Yahweh to Mosheh in Midyan, “Go, and met him in the mountain of Elohiym, and
return into Mits’rayim: because dead are the kissed 5401 him.
men that sought your life.”
28. Told Mosheh to Aharon all the words of
20. Took Mosheh his wife and his sons, and set Yahweh Who had sent him, and all the signs
them upon an ass 2543, and returned he to the which He had commanded him.
land of Mits’rayim and took Mosheh the rod of
29. Went Mosheh and Aharon and gathered
Elohiym in his hand.
together 622 all the elders of the children of
21. Said Yahweh to Mosheh, “When you go to Yis’rael:
return into Mits’rayim, see that you do all
those wonders 4159 in the presence of 30. Spoke Aharon all the words which Yahweh
Par’oh, that I have put in your hand: but I had spoken to Mosheh, and did the signs in the
will strengthen 2388 his heart, so that he shall sight of the people.
not let the people go.
31. Believed 539 the people: and when they
22. You shall say to Par’oh, ‘Thus says heard that Yahweh had visited 6485 the children
Yahweh, Yis'rael is My son, My firstborn of Yis’rael, and that He had looked upon their
affliction, then they bowed their heads 6915 and
1060:
prostrated themselves 7812.
23. and say I to you, ‘Let My son go, so that
he may serve Me: and if you refuse to let him
Chapter 4 Notes
go, behold, I will kill 2026 your son, your
firstborn.’”
Verse 2 - The Rod of Yahweh makes its debut.
It will be used to do many great works.
24. It came to be by the way 1870 in the inn
4411, that Yahweh met him, and sought to kill Verse 3 - The word for serpent here is the same
him.
as in Genesis. It can also mean enchanter, as it
does in Genesis. Ex. 7:15;
25. Took Tsipporah a sharp stone 6864, and cut
off the foreskin 6190 of her son, and cast it at his Verse 6 - Leprosy was a real attention-getter, as
feet, and said, “Surely a bloody bridegroom it was incurable by medical means. Only
2860 are you to me!”
Yahweh could cure it. “Bosom” 2346 means
inside the shirt, at the waist.
26. So He let him go: then said she, “A bloody
bridegroom.” because of the circumcision.
Verse 9 - The first of water becoming blood,
and this will come into play later on.
Verse 10 - In the Book of Yasher (Jasher) 70:29,
it explains that Mosheh had burned his mouth as
an infant, and had a speech impediment as a
result.
Verse 16 - This is the order of speaking that
Yahweh dictated to Mosheh. Yahweh speaks to
Mosheh, Mosheh speaks to Aharon, Aharon
speaks to the people or to Par’oh. Mosheh is not
elevated to “god” status here.
Verse 23 - Ex. 12:29;
Verse 24 - Mosheh had neglected to circumcise
Gereshon, as commanded in Gen. 17.

27. Said Yahweh to Aharon, “Go into the
wilderness to meet Mosheh.” And went he, Verse 25 - Yashar 79:12.
( Page 6 )
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10. Went out the taskmasters of the people, and
their officers, and spoke they to the people,
saying, “Thus says Par’oh, ‘I will not give you
l. Went in afterward Mosheh and Aharon, and straw .
told Par’oh, “Thus says Yahweh Elohey
Yis’rael, ‘Let My people go, so that they may 11. Go you, get your straw where you can find
hold a feast 2287 unto Me in the wilderness.’” it, but not any of your work will be diminished!’”

Chapter 5

2. Said Par’oh, “Who is Yahweh, that I should 12. So the people were scattered abroad 6327
through all the land of Mits'rayim to gather
obey His voice to let Yis’rael go? I know not stubble 7179 instead of straw 8401.
Yahweh, neither will I let Yis’rael go.”
13. Hurried 213 the taskmasters them, saying,
3. And they replied, “Elohey the Ibriy has met “Fulfill your works, your daily tasks, as when
with us: let us go, please, three days journey into there was straw!”
the desert 4057, and slaughter 2076 to Yahweh
Eloheynu; lest He fall on us with pestilence 14. The officers of the children of Yis’rael,
1698, or with the sword.”
which Par’oh's taskmasters had set over them,
were beaten 5221, and demanded, “For what
4. Said the king of Mits’rayim to them, “For reason have you not fulfilled your task in
what reason do you, Mosheh and Aharon, let making brick both yesterday 8543 and today
loose the people from their works? Return to 3117, as before yesterday 8543/8032?”
your labors.”
15. Then came the officers of the children of
5. Said Par’oh, “Behold, the people of the land Yis’rael and cried to Par’oh, saying, “For what
now are many, and you make them rest reason do you deal this way with your servants?
7673/853 from their labors.”
16. There is no straw given to your servants, and
6. Commanded Par’oh the same day the they say to us, ‘Make brick!’: and behold, your
taskmasters of the people, and their officers servants are beaten; but the fault is in your own
7860, saying,
people.”
17. But he replied, “You are idle 7503, you are
idle: so you say, ‘Let us go and slaughter to
Yahweh.’
18. Now, therefore, go, and work; because there
shall be no straw given to you, yet you shall
deliver the quota of bricks.”
19. And saw the officers of the children of
Yis’rael that they were in an evil 7451 situation,
after it was said, “You shall not diminish
anything from your bricks of your daily task.”
7. “You shall no more give the people straw to 20. Met they Mosheh and Aharon, who stood
make brick, as you did before: let them go and 5234 in the path, as they came forth from Par’oh:
gather straw for themselves.
21. said they to them, “Yahweh look upon you,
8. And the quota 4971 of the bricks, which they
had been making, you shall keep upon them. and judge 8199; because you have made us an
You shall not diminish any of it: they are idle offensive 887 odor 7381 in the opinion of
7503; therefore they cry, saying, ‘Let us go and Par’oh, and in the opinion of his servants, to put
slaughter to Eloheynu!’
a sword in their hand to kill us!”
9. Let there be heavier 3513 service 5656 on the 22. Returned Mosheh to Yahweh, and said,
men, that they may labor in, and let them not “Yahweh, for what reason have You done evil
believe 8159 lying 8267 words.”
( Page 7 )
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7489 to these people? Why is it that You have for a fall, all to the glory of Yahweh, and
sent me?
through all He will do to the land of Mits’rayim
He will demonstrate to all nations in the land the
23. Because since I came to Par’oh to speak in set-apart status of Yahweh’s people Yis’rael.
Your Name, he has done evil to these people;
and You have not delivered at all 5337/5337 With the added workload, the officers, which
Your people.”
were Hebrews, blame Mosheh and Aharon for
their troubles. These men played up to their
taskmasters, who were from Par’oh, and now
Chapter 5 Notes
their bosses are beating on them to get them to
This chapter is about the initial confrontation of push the people of Yis’rael to work harder. Their
Mosheh and Aharon, by the command of job is not so good now, and they don’t like it.
Yahweh, with Par’oh. Par’oh does not know More misery comes upon Par’oh in the next
Yahweh, as Par’oh is a Hyksos conqueror, and chapter.
did not know of the Elohiym of Yoseph and the
Ibriyim. Yahweh will proceed to set Paroh up

To be continued

Review of the Heliand
The Saxon Gospel
By
Jan Stadler
had very little connection with the Mediterranean
world.
This text is beginning to experience a revival as
of late among dissident right-wingers seeking a
way to better understand folkish religion. It
should be of prime importance that Christians be
familiar and (if possible) well-versed with the
text in order not only to better understand their
own folkish traditions and identity, but also to
help bring identitarians struggling with the
vapidness of modern, liberal Christianity into a
deeper understanding of the faith.

History of the Text
The Heliand, meaning “saviour,” was written
sometime in the eighth century after
Charlemagne conquered the Saxon pagans of
northern Germany. Nobody is sure who exactly
wrote it, but it was probably written by a monk
HE HELIAND: THE SAXON
or missionary who was both literate and
GOSPEL
IS
A
SAXON
intimately familiar with north German culture,
REINTERPRETATION OF THE
customs, and language.
MESSAGE OF JESUS CHRIST into a fashion
that the proto-Vikings could comprehend. Much
Around the time the text was coming into
in the same way the Gospel of St. Mark was
existence, the Merovingians had secured their
written to accommodate a Greek audience, and
royal foothold on the Frankish monarchy and
the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke to
were consolidating their new Holy Roman
accommodate Hebrew audiences, the Heliand
Empire. One of the most troublesome parts of
was written to adapt Christianity to people who
the empire was the resistance of the pagan

T
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Saxons of Northern Germany against the
Catholic Franks. In the time period between the
fall of the Western Roman Empire to the year
1000 when the Viking raids began, this was
probably one of the most violent episodes in
European history, with many violent atrocities
committed by both sides.

Nature of The Text

G. Ronald Murphy, a leading expert on the text
and author of other Germanic Christian books,
speaks of the author writing the Heliand using
“the words and the events of the Gospel as if they
had taken place and been spoken in his own
country and time.” It is a poetic piece that is in
Unlike previous barbarian tribes, such as the keeping with the same literary tradition as other
Franks and Visigoths who converted to catholic notable Anglo-Saxon works, such as Beowulf.
Christianity to partake of the spirit of ancient
Roman majesty, the Saxons, generally speaking, The text contains many linguistic alterations that
were staunchly resistant to any form of lead the reader to believe he is in Northern
conversion. The nature of the Gospel was alien Europe rather than first-century Palestine. For
to their pagan ways, and Christianity was viewed example, there are many references to ascending
as the religion of these foreign Frankish to the “hill-fort” instead of “entering the city.”
conquerors. For by this stage, Christianity had
become the “folkish” religion of the Romans, to Many towns have their names adapted with the
whom the Franks were the western successors. word “burg.” In the English translation, it comes
out as “hill-fort Nazareth” or “Nazaretburg”
In addition to the problem of initially converting instead of Nazareth. This is because in ancient
the Saxons, there also existed the problem of Germanic languages, just as in modern German,
getting the Saxons thoroughly converted. For the word burg is used to describe a city that is
example, as historian Peter Brown notes in his also a military fort upon a hill. This is the way
popular work The Rise of Western Christendom, in which most Saxon settlements were
in the north and throughout Germania, constructed, hence the readers would need to
“Christianity might be the religion of [the] have proper context.
family; but it was not, as it was in Francia,
expected to be the sole religion of the entire The existence of the Heliand leads us to see that
community. In Bavaria, a pagan sorceress would the Gospel message was to be conveyed in the
bring animals to the local church, as a thank- common tongue and to be understood by the
offering for the success of her incantations[1].” masses. It is even rumoured that Martin Luther
had a copy of the Heliand and used it as
justification, in some cases, for the translation of
Scripture into the vernacular and for the
preference of the vernacular to the Latin Vulgate.

Jesus as Commander-in-Chief

The Frankish Empire

In the Heliand, Jesus is described as drothin, a
title given to a lord who had dictatorial command
in a time of war. The visual imagery used to
describe Jesus is in such language as “the most
powerful person ever born,” “chieftain,” and
perhaps most insightfully, “Christ the Rescuer.”
Jesus’s mission as drothin is constantly
described in the form of a rescue mission, as He,
the All-Ruler’s son, is coming down from
heaven to do battle with the forces of evil and
“help all of mankind against the oppressive
forces of Hel,” the realm where souls go if not
entering Valhalla[2].

Nonetheless, between this inability for the
Franks to peaceably convert the Saxons by word
of mouth and bring them into the Catholic
political fold and the problem of incorrect
Christian practices occurring in semi-converted
areas, it was time to purify and then unify the
north by conveying the Catholic faith to the The apostles, in accompanying Christ on His
Northmen in a language they would understand. mission, are described as “His personal warrior( Page 9 )
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company” who are fighting loyally beside their
Chieftain. Even though desertion is a grave sin,
when Jesus is taken in the garden and the
apostles scatter, it is described in the form of
“desertion under fire[3],” whereas the traitor
Judas is described as a knight who has broken
his vows to his earl. But more than a military
commander, Jesus is portrayed symbolically as
the supreme fulfilment to the legacy of Odin and
Thor.

pagan audience. Respect is shown to the legacy
of the old gods having served a purpose, but
now, as fate would have it, a “Ragnarök” is
taking place: the age of Odin and the old gods is
passing, and the fulfilment of the Christ-God is
emerging.
If anything, a lot of grace is conveyed to the
now-passing pagan age, according to Murphy,
by “putting the Good News into the form of a
spell, a god’s spell: to sing the song of the Savior
to the melodies and refrains of the old music—
that Christ might live in the hearts of his Nordic
countrymen as a compatriot and that Woden, and
the unfortunate past, might now be able to sleep
in peace[7].”

Fatalism
Perhaps in spite of the various vocabulary,
grammatical, and cultural changes, the
philosophical nature of fatalism dominates
Nordic mythology. This dominance is quite
profound upon the reader when reviewing the
text.

This comes in two forms: first, through Christ’s
ability to transcend and control fate and time,
and second, through the author’s use of
Germanic mythological symbolism that
synchronizes Odin and Jesus together,
demonstrating that Jesus Christ is the coming One notices the fatalism of the Heliand in the
fulfilment of Odin.
infancy narratives of John the Baptist and Jesus
Christ. Describing John the Baptist’s and Jesus
A good example is when Jesus is baptized in the Christ’s coming as a matter of fate rather than
Jordan River. The two famous ravens Nunin and Hebraic prophecy makes more sense to a people
Hugin – memory and mind – that sit perched who have never heard of Hebrew prophecy
atop Odin keeping him aware of all things, are before. In this context, fatalism becomes a
adapted to this moment of the Bible for the stand-in for Old Testament prophecy.
Saxons see the Holy Spirit descending and sitting
on Christ’s shoulders, speaking to Him the will However, deeper than simply being a stand-in
of the “All-Ruler.”
for prophecy, fate becomes a co-worker with
God and a means to establish Christ’s
As Murphy writes, “With this image, Christ supremacy. In Nordic mythology, the gods were
becomes a Germanic god, one into whose ears subject to fate.
the Spirit of the Almighty whispers[4].” As He
rises out of the water and the Holy Spirit All were to fight and perish at Ragnarök. In
descends upon Him, the Heliand takes the extra contrast, however, Christ is exalted over the
time to note that “the Holy Spirit came down fatalist bonds of the old gods, because His Father
from the All-Ruler above to Christ—it was like brought into existence creation and has dominion
a powerful bird, a magnificent dove—and it sat over all things. The fact that Christ can control
upon our Chieftain’s shoulder, remaining over creation and transcend it, most notably though
the Ruler’s Child[5].” Moreover, as Murphy the Resurrection, is proof of His supremacy. The
describes it, “Jesus is depicted as Woden, Christ-God, unlike Odin or Thor, can conquer
knowing secret sayings that grant divine contact death and have even greater power after death,
and placing power into the hands of selected unlike the bleak end for Odin and Thor against
followers who know the secret formulas[6].”
Fenrir and Jörmungandr.
Interestingly enough, the author does not make In the Heliand, according to Murphy, while “fate
an attempt to negatively slander or insult the controls the accidentals of creation, God then
( Page 10 )
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alters these accidents as so He chooses.”8 It is a
deviation from orthodox theology and definitely
an example of syncretism, but the reader,
whether Nordic or orthodox, winds up in the
same place: that God is in command of fate.

Gospel story to explain to the Nordic audience
the means by which supernatural power is
conveyed to us in Midgard.

The most infamous example in the text is the
devil wearing a magical helmet called in Nordic
Nonetheless, Christ is not immune from fate. society a “helidhelm” to conceal himself from
Fate is clearly at work in the Gospel. Murphy Pontius Pilate’s wife.
describes that “Christ himself foresaw the Fate
that was to overtake Jerusalem: Christ Himself
The Jews
gave adequate acknowledgement of the
effectiveness of the workings of Fate when He In both the original Gospels and the Heliand, the
wept over Jerusalem[9].”
Jews are portrayed in a negative light and are
definitely depicted as central antagonists.
Magic and Runes
However, in the Heliand their role as the villains
is much more explicit. Whereas the New
Testament tells the account of how Jesus Christ
came for the Jews and then the Gentiles and was
rejected by His own as a manner of prophecy,
the Heliand explicitly portrays the Jews as
traitors to God.

In Nordic society, runes were not just an alphabet
used for communication, but a means of tapping
into the supernatural. Casting runes and reading
the meanings and symbols gave one access to
the will of the gods. In the Heliand, the author
taps into the Nordic meaning behind the runes
by referring to the working powers of Jesus as
“magic” and the teachings He brings from the
Father as runes.

The Heliand does not devolve too deeply into
the essence and wordings of Hebraic prophecy,
but it does convey that the Christ came for the
Hebrews’ salvation and that they turned against
Him for their own selfish ambition. The
language used in the text makes the Jewish
leaders out to be earls with their own retinue that
turn against Jesus when the opportune moment
strikes. It is quite similar to the “Red Wedding”
scene in Game of Thrones (major spoiler alert).

Refuting the Pagans

For example, when the Apostles are with Jesus
after He gives the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus
reveals to them the secrets of the runes in the
form of the Lord’s Prayer. The power of runes
could often come in the form of immediate
results, so for one to pray to the Father and
consult the wisdom of the runes in the Bible, one
is immediately tapping into the power of the
supernatural. As well, the description of the
creation of the world by God’s words in the
beginning is considered a form of runic magic.
In addition to the use of runes, the Heliand
diverts from the Gospel in describing objects
with magical powers, which would be taken
from the Nordic mysticism of the time. Objects
such as swords, stones, natural objects, helmets,
and the like are given supernatural powers in the

Many contemporary pagans, in an attempt to
undermine Christianity, charge that the Heliand
is the beginning of a new era of Christianity that
marks a departure from the orthodox, biblical
Christianity we see in the New Testament,
synthesizing the Christian message and imagery
with pagan idealisms and practices.
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This has led many scholars and writers to deem
“Germanic Christianity” as in fact a “folkish”
rendition and falsification of the Christian
message, rather than the actual, genuine (albeit
adapted) message of Jesus Christ.
It is because of this synthesis between Christian
nobility and Germanic warrior-hood that
Europeans came to embrace such concepts as
chivalry and knighthood and to launch the
Crusades.
Attila the Hun. Furthermore, Constantine
himself saw the cross in the sky while in the
There are a number of problems with this claim. middle of war, and placed the Chi Rho on his
First, the Heliand is not the first time the Gospel soldier’s shields as a sign of loyalty to the
message was reinterpreted to accommodate a Christ-God. This martial valour in Christianity
non-Hebrew culture.
came to the faith and culture of Europe before
Christianity encountered any influence of Nordic
The first text on record is the Gospel of St. Mark, paganism. In simplified terms, militant
which took the Hebrew narrative and adapted it Christianity was being practiced by a myriad of
to the Greeks and Romans; later, the Gospel of diverse cultures and nations before the Gospel
Luke was written by St. Paul’s disciple, St. Luke, even reached Scandinavia. Lastly, the concepts
to reach out to the Greeks.
of knighthood and chivalry emerge from the
hierarchical warriorhood concepts of Roman
warfare and nobility far more than quasiegalitarian Germanic societies. The hierarchical
nature of the Christ-God as King of kings in the
Bible synthesizes more with the absolute rule of
Caesar than with a Nordic chieftain.

What the Text Can Mean for Us
Though the Heliand has long passed out of the
mainstream of Christian texts, it nonetheless still
As an extension, the Acts of the Apostles could speaks to European Christians and is quite
also be considered a second part to the Gospel applicable to us.
of Luke for the Greeks. Hence in the New
Testament itself, folkish presentations of the In the modern age of so many different,
Gospel are codified in the official canon. So from confusing, and often poorly translated copies of
the beginning, the Gospel message began to the Bible along with philosophy and theology
deviate from an exclusive east-Mediterranean that in no way complements a proper, orthodox,
audience. Therefore the Heliand is just another and masculine interpretation of Jesus’s words,
text, tailored to another folk group.
the Heliand gives us a wonderful glimpse back
into the past. It gives us not only a more accurate
As well, asserting that a synthesis of Germanic understanding of the Christ-God’s words and
paganism with Christianity in the Heliand gave their universal meaning, but also a view into how
us chivalry and Christian warrior-hood the Christ-God decided to speak to us as a
completely ignores the previous 700 years of people. It is the text that gives proper perspective
Christian interaction with the Greek, Roman, as to who we are as Europeans, especially
Armenian, Gothic, Arab, and Persian cultures Norsemen.
that began to absorb Christianity into their
societies and had embraced both the meekness Furthermore, the Heliand should be embraced as
of Christianity and the rugged masculinity a tribute to Christianity’s triumph over paganism
needed for Armenians to fight off the Zoroastrian in the north. Far too often symbols, signs,
Persians and for the Christian Romans to fight essences, and themes of Germanic and Nordic
off, in the name of Christ, “the scourge of God,” culture are absorbed by the rugged masculinity
( Page 12 )
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of modern day heathenism. The Heliand gives Jesus Christ from our peoples’ historical
us a glimpse into the reality of a world that does perspective.
an end run around modern heathenism’s claims
that Nordicism is exclusively pagan.
FOOTNOTES
The Heliand gives us the vocabulary, the
narratives, and the needed imagery to counter
pagan stereotypes and slanders against our Holy
Faith. By using this text, we as traditional
Christians gain added insights on how to
understand and better articulate our faith to each
other, and also to unbelievers as well. Many
unbelievers, sadly, become discouraged away
from Christianity thanks to the effeminate and
uninspiring nature of modern evangelicalism and
Catholicism.

1. Peter Brown, The Rise of Western
Christendom (The Making of Europe), WileyBlackwell, 1997, p. 258
2. The Heliand: The Saxon Gospel, p. 44
3. Ronald Murphy, The Saxon Savior: The
Germanic Transformation of the Gospel in the
Ninth-Century Heliand, Oxford University
Press, 1995, p. 96

4. Ibid., p. 80
The Heliand helps us give light to a world that
not only proves the historical irrelevancy of 5. The Heliand, p. 35
modern evangelicalism and mainstream
Christianity, but also gives us the ability to 6. The Saxon Savior, p. 90
communicate a vibrant, active faith of warriors
that can inspire men to transcend the languishing 7. Ibid., p. 93
within modern effeminate “Christianity.”
8. The Heliand, p. 35
The Heliand should be embraced by all
Christians, but especially Christians of 9. The Saxon Savior, p. 42
Germanic, Anglo-Saxon and/or Scandinavian
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background to better understand the message of

The Fall and Rise of Abraham’s House (Part 12)
By
Adam de Witt
Chapter 13
How Do We
Know When
A Deliverer
Is Due?

E

ZEKIEL
34:2 “SON
OF MAN,
PROPHECY AGAINST THE SHEPHERDS
(CHURCH MEN) OF ISRAEL, prophecy,
and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God
unto the shepherds; Woe be to the shepherds of
Israel that do feed themselves! should not the
shepherds feed the flocks?” (Notice it doesn’t
say preach against SOME church men, it
reckons the whole lot as bad) “Ye eat the fat,

and ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill them
that are fed; but ye feed not the flock. The
diseased have ye not strengthened (churchmen
never taught the law which strengthens),
neither have ye healed that which was sick
(Israelites are called ‘spiritual’ lepers because
they don’t know the Word.
The churches have never healed them), neither
have ye bound up that which was broken (our
nations have been broken, one after another, they
helped with the downfall, as with Suid Afrika),
neither have ye brought again that which was
driven away (our folk have been driven out of
one land after another, the churches have never
pushed to have us repopulate our old lands and
drive the heathen out), neither have ye sought
that which is lost (they never look for the lost
Israelites, being too happy to convert the
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heathen), but with force and cruelty have ye cold war. The story of Balaam shows how this
ruled them (the churches bless the heathen works.
Canaanites saying we must be kind to them, but
the true Israelites they never reveal to the world.
Any Israelite that steps out of ‘church’ line is
shunned, persecuted or called a racist.
In times past, Israelites were killed ‘en masse’
and burnt at the stake). And they were scattered,
because there is no shepherd (ie. no church stood
up for the whites), and they became meat to all
the beasts of the field (remember God is using
animal symbolism here, the beasts of the field
means other races, particularly the Negroes who
eat up our wealth, our towns and our culture.
Today, from Germany to the U.S.A. to South
Africa, whole areas are no-go zones for whites,
but even in white areas, whites are swallowed
up in black culture: Jazz, blues. Rock & Roll,
Pop, black sports heroes and so on and on).
My sheep wandered through all the mountains
and upon every high hill; yea, my flock was
scattered upon all the face of the earth (our folk
went to all nations, great and small, but even
then), none did search or seek after them.”
Should the churches be allowed to gain the hearts
of the Israelites? God forbid! Will there be a
great Christian revival coming from the
churches? Fat chance! The churches have
worked or plotted with kings and peddlers to
fleece the sheeple, not to save Israel.

Balaam Cursing Israel

Balaam was hired to curse the Israelites who
were ‘licking up’ (swallowing up) the heathen.
Today the heathen lick us up. Balak, the Moabite
king wanted to stop the Israelites from driving
the mixed population out He hired the priest,
Balaam, to do this. In the book of Numbers,
chapters 22-24, we read of failed tries one after
The churches claimed to bring forth the fruit of another to curse the Israelites.
the kingdom, instead, they allowed in the red
horse (Edom) followed by those horses of death In the end he found a way to do it. In the books
and pestilence. (Revelation 6). We will soon see of Antiquities of the Judeans, (the book is
from this chapter in Ezekiel that God has no wrongly called the Antiquities of the Jews)
plans to revive the churches and that He Josephus, the Judean historian, makes it clear
that race-mixing was the key issue in book IV,
effectively is shutting them down; to save us.
page 92.
(Listen to the Sheldon Emry tape: God Will
Deliver Israel from The Clergy #A- 8005, In order to fordo the Israelites, Balaam urges
Balak, Do you therefore set out the handsomest
from CIM).
of such of your daughters as are most eminent
The churches, kings and peddlers, as we have for beauty–-.then do you send them to be neat
stated earlier, are interested in underlings who the Israelites camp (nation) and give them charge
make life soft and cosy for them. When Israelites that whom the young men of the Hebrews desire
awake, it is to the terror of the triad, when we their company, they allow it them... The account
call Jesus King and mean it. The triad knows shows that race-mixing became very popular.
this. This is why the triad tries to fordo us! It
does this through multiculturalism which is In Numbers 25 we see this is confirmed, "And
designed to swallow us up. Multi-culturalism is Israel abode in Shittim and the people (of
not a natural progression of history, it is an ethnic Israel) began to commit whoredom with the
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daughters of Moab–-and the anger of the churches, “...because thou hast there them that
hold the doctrine of Balaam who taught Balak
Lord was kindled against Israel."
(the Moabite, zuwr-king) to cast a stumbling
block (the zuwr-daughters of Moab) before the
children of Israel to eat things sacrificed to idols
(to take on customs, laws of Moab’s gods ie.
their government) and to commit fornication.”
Nowhere did it say these Israelites were already
wed. In fact, Josephus shows that the Moabite
zuwr enticed them to wed. So wherein lay the
fornication? Fornication means unlawful
relationships. Out-of-wedlock flirting was not
the issue here, nor was homosexuality. This
leaves room for only one other form of unlawful
relationship.
The account then shows how God’s wrath was
turned away when the Israelites put away the
outlanders. Nehemiah refers to that ‘putting
away’ in chapter I3:l, “On that day they read
in the book of Moses in the audience of the
people and therein was found written, that
the Ammonite and the Moabite should not
come into the congregation of God (the nation
of Israel) for ever.”

Race mixing. (Thou shalt not commit adultery)
Jesus said He is against the churches because
they teach race mixing. So back to Ezekiel 34:8.
“—my flock became meat to every beast of the
field.—”. The sheep became sought after
partners for other races. Black men wed white
women as a status symbol. She is his conquest.
Asian women wed white men to take their
wealth. The older the white man the better, he’ll
In Micah we read that God shows a link between pop his clogs all the sooner, so that his wealth
the false priest and kings; it is given as a lesson. can be taken all the sooner.
The false priests are symbolized by the name
Shittim, a place where the melting pot was first Coloured people do not understand love, they
used by the priest-craft to destroy us. The root understand ‘ego’ and convenience. This was
word for Shittim is ‘shotet’ meaning ‘to pierce made so clear when Hong Kong became part of
due to thorns’, (could shotet be the root word for China. Mainland Chinese women would cross
the Saxon word, Shoot (English) and Schiet into Hong Kong to wed a Hong Kong Chinese
(Dutch)?)
man, have children and settle down. One such
woman spoke for many. She showed him (her
The man-king is linked into the crime because man) ‘love’ and made vows. But when Hong
the word Gilgal is used, “O my people, Kong became a part of China, Bejing made
remember now what Balak king of Moab changes to Hong Kong s immigration laws.
consulted and what Balaam the son of Beor These Chinese women lost their right to stay in
answered him front Shittim unto Gilgal, that ye Hong Kong which became a Chinese special
may know the righteousness of the Lord.”
economic zone. None of the women said ‘I’ll
fight to stay with my husband because I love
Micah 6:5. Both Gilgal and Balaam serve as
him,’
signs by which to identify those that work for
the outlander, the zuwr. The churches instead they said, ‘If l would have known this I
wickedness is from Shittim, the monarchy and would not have wed him!’ Their love was simply
President’s wickedness is from Gilgal. They an extension of their ego; convenience came first.
bless each other, both say God appoints them, We have been tricked to think their emotions are
but both deny His Law and His folk, preferring the same as ours.
their own law and outlander zûwr.
The difference between the races is a genetic
The New Testament is not a Testament that issue. Genetic matter is in the bone too, the
embraces the mixed multitude for even in difference is not skin deep, it goes right into the
Revelation 2:14 Christ attacks the churches for bone. It also affects the mind. We all have basic
following the way of Balaam. He says to the needs, so do cows, cats and dogs, food, drink,
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air. But that’s as far as it goes. In Proverbs we
are told that coloureds wed us for our wealth, not
for love and that we can never understand them.
Modem Bibles have destroyed the meaning of
the chapter in question by turning the word
‘stranger’ into ‘adulterer’. This is Shittim’s
witchcraft, foredoing the law to suit the needs of
the triad. Proverbs 5. “For the lips of a Stranger
(zuwr) woman drop as an honeycomb and her
mouth is smoother than oil. but her end is Bitter
as wormwood, sharp as a two-edged sword. Her
feet go down to death, her steps take hold on the
grave (waiting for you to die). Lest thou
shouldest ponder the path of life, her ways are
unstable, that thou canst not know them. (Get
it)?

shepherds feed themselves anymore;
for I will deliver my flock from their
mouth (Israelites will stop hanging on
to their every word) that they may not
be meat for them.”
Sounds like the end of the churches to me, all
praise be to God. For He is emptying out the
churches to restore His folk.
The deliverer is Jesus Christ carrying out His
second work, the fullness of the Christ
(anointing) in you’, the removal of lawlessness.
So far, Jesus’ work has been the earnest of
‘Christ in you’, ie. the covering of lawlessness.
But in order to get rid of lawlessness the lawless
need thrashing and crushing.

You can’t work her out, her needs do not link up
with yours, her goals in life are different) –
Remove thy way far from her, and come not nigh
the door of her house, lest thou give thine honour
unto others and thy years unto the cruel: (God
calls them Cruel) Lest Strangers Be Filled
with Thy Wealth!” The churches that sanction
mixed wedlock, sanction the transfer of Israelite
wealth to the outlander zuwr.

That is what Jesus has been doing to the lawless
for close on 2000 years. Soon the job will be
done and lawlessness will be totally gone. In
Hebrews 2:8 we see this is a slow process. “But
now we (at the lime of writing) see not yet all
things put under Him.” Logically, much history
had yet to happen for the wheat age level
(Pentecost Level), of the kingdom had only just
begun back then around AD 33. But like the
Passover age that went before, the wheal
We see also, that church behaviour in Revelation (Pentecost) age would also come to a close. In
mirrors that which is outlined in Ezekiel 34.
order for the called-out ones to know when that
is about to happen,

This is because the chapter deals with the
churches of our age (that is to say, the church
age, some 2000 years of it). That then brings me
back to my question, Will there be a great
Christian revival coming from the churches?
God answers in Ezekiel 34:10,
“Behold, I am against the shepherds
(that’s funny, Jesus said the same thing!)
and I will require my flock at their
hand, and cause them to cease from
feeding the flock (end their ministries,
empty their churches), neither shall the

God gives us signs; one being the end of the
wheat age. When the wheat age is at its peak it
is totally multicucltural (Matthew 25:31) The
wheat age ends when all the nations are gathered
as a harvest together for Christ like dough mixed
with leaven. Israelites lived in the kingdom on a
first work level, only the earnest of the (fuel, gas,
ghost,) spirit 2 Corinth 1:22,5:55, Ephesians
l:14. This is simply a down-payment or lay-by
level experience. The fullness comes at the
‘booths’ level. The word booth comes from the
Hebrew ‘beth’ meaning home. You could say
then, we will be home and hosed, ie. You will
be cleansed in the house of the Lord, ie. the
nation of fully restored Israel.
Basically, Jesus’ kingdom has been around for
a long time. The problem is, most Christians
think that proof of the kingdom is all things
being run lawfully in fullness of the Word. But
that is only a half truth. In order to get to the
fullness age, the Kingdom undergoes an earnest
age. Christ’s Law, nevertheless, is in full swing,
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but because of rebellion we have mostly reaped
the curses of the very active Law. Indeed, the
curses prove that the law not only stands, but that
someone metes them out through the

Word is present, and He is the Word). The
earnest level is one in which Jesus is present but
not seen. Acts 1:11 does confirm this when
translated properly. Let’s first start in verse 6.
“Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the
punishments, curses or correctional methods. kingdom to Israel?”
That Someone is Jesus. Many find that hard to
understand because they think that because they The word ‘restore’ to most implies, all things
can’t sec Him He is gone outright. Much of this made perfect. but that is Not what it means here,
belief is caused by the poor translation of Acts it means Give Back. Jesus told the Canaanites
1:9-11 which seems to contradict Jesus’ promise that ‘sat in Moses’ seat’ (ie. ruling from
that He’ll always be with us; When two or more Jerusalem, ie. kings of Salem) that the kingdom
are gathered together in His name, He will be would be taken from them.
there.
To be Continued
We seem to accept this, yet we don’t see Him
(but where people gather in His Name - the

Harold Stough Notes
New Heavens And
A New Earth

H

ERE THEN WE HAVE THE
ANSWER TO THE QUESTION
whether Israel ever really entertained a
resurrection hope, and we find the answer by
discovering the place that the People of God had
in God's plan for his whole creation.
We are to remember that throughout the whole
OT period Israel's corporate relationship to God
remains a vital factor in the thought of her
prophets and historians (cf. ‘Thou art my God'
Hosea–2.23). Although composed of many
individual men and women, each of whom God
had made, in some sense, in his own image, yet
Israel, the People of God as a whole, was in
reality one great corporate 'nephesh'.

The Church has been engrafted into the stock of
Israel from without by the grace of God alone.
The modern view, which is sometimes presented
in the name of biblical religion, that, for
example, a husband may be invited by God to
enter 'heaven', and yet be willing to separate
himself from the wife whom he loved on earth,
and with whom he has been one flesh, and let'
her to' to 'hell' because of her unbelief, would be
wholly inconceivable according to OT thought.
That is to say the fundamentally selfish
conception that an individual man could cut
himself off from his brethren and seek salvation
for himself in an after life was Quite foreign to
Israel's understanding of her relationship to God.

It was the people as a whole who had been called
to be the Son, so that in the last analysis it was
they. who were made in the image of God as a
corporate entity. But as Son of God (Ex. 4.22)
Israel was also Son of Man.

On the other hand, it was the very logic of the
Hebrews in this matter which finally led certain
of the Psalmists and the author of Job to
approach nearer to the hope of a life beyond
death more satisfying than the current doctrine
The people of the saints of the most High are of Sheol with its pit. This logic of theirs was
thus finally become the man of God's right hand, paradoxically no less than the logic of faith.
or, in other words, they are now sitting at the
right hand of God. It is the zeal of the Lord of 'Whither I shall go from thy spirit' sang one
hosts alone which has performed this. It is at its Psalmist (139.7) or whither shall I flee from thy
peril then, that the Church in its pride arrogates presence? If I ascend up into heaven thou art
to itself alone the place and function of Israel. there; if I make my bed in Sheol, behold, thou
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art there'... Surely the darkness shall cover me;
even the light shall be light about me'. Had not
the God of Israel made the whole earth? Then
had he not created Sheol as well?
Did his power not stretch down to the realm of
the departed? (Num. 16.30). Had not Enoch who
had walked with God in this life, been ‘taken;
and was he not therefore still walking with God?
Gen. 5.22). 'But God will redeem my 'nephesh'
from the Power of Sheol: for he shall receive re'.
Psalm 49;15) is therefore one answer of faith to
the problem of Sheol. 'Whom have I in heaven
but thee? and there .is none upon earth that I
desire beside thee. My flesh and my heart will
fail; but God is the strength of my heart and my
portion for ever 'le-olam' (Psalm. 73.25-26)
'Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory (or
perhaps 'liver' - the consonants are the same)
rejoiceth; my flesh also shall rest in hope. For
wilt leave my flesh in Sheol; neither wilt thou
suffer thine holy one to see the pit' (P. 16.9-10).

Central to God's choice of action then, we
observe once again the ultimate paradox of
omnipotent humility. God who is 'shaddai',
Almighty, and 'bore', Creator, who declares the
end from the beginning (Isa.46.10), and who
could recreate his universe with the same ease
with which he first created it, chooses to go
another road. What he chooses to do, for no
understandable reason except that of love (Deut.
4. 37) is to humble himself, nay, to empty
himself, to become one flesh with the empirical
people of Israel, his own creation, a people that
lay under the curse of God himself!
It is through his union, then, with this accursed
people dwelling upon this accursed earth that
God is revealed to us in the OT to be working
out his pan for the redemption, not only of the
Israel whom he loves, not even only of all
mankind, but also of his whole fallen and
rebellious universe. God's choice of Israel
exemplifies the mystery of love.
The End OS8770

Letters and Views
Burke and Hare and Jimmy Saville would top
Blair in a popularity poll.
Allow me to explain why he is so despised by
your subjects.
He took us to war in the Middle East telling us
that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction.
Weapons inspector Dr David Kelly said no such
weapons existed.
Vast numbers of Your Majesty’s subjects believe Blair had him murdered as Blair had lied
to Parliament and the people about these non
existent weapons.

Letter to Queen Elizabeth II
Awards of Honours
Majesty, I am you most loyal servant and have
been throughout my entire adult life. Just as the
bulk of your subjects, I was appalled to see
Anthony Lynton Blair one time Prime Minister
of Your Majesty’s ancient Kingdom awarded the
highest order of nobility, the Garter.

After a war in which hundreds of thousands of
innocent Iraq’s died and a considerable number
of Your Majesty’s loyal soldiers died or suffered
serious mental or physical injury, not one trace
of any ‘weapons of mass destruction’ was
found. All of these people had died needlessly
because Anthony Lynton Blair lied to suit his
own ends.

Majesty, Anthony Lynton Blair is the most Blair made a peace agreement with the IRA, a
despised man in your Kingdom. Though de- terrorist organisation responsible for the murder
spised, Jack the Ripper, the Yorkshire ripper, and maiming of thousands of Your Majesty’s
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loyal subjects in both Northern Ireland and to supply the materials, build the gallows free of
mainland Britain.
charge and to act as hangman.
As a part of that deal, he granted a dispensation Majesty, for these reasons and more, I most
to IRA MURDERS from the punishment for humbly request any award to Anthony Lynton
their crimes.
Blair be rescinded. Respectfully submitted,
Your Majesty’s most loyal subject, Albert
Chief Justice Vaughn of the Common Pleas in Burgess, Thame, UK.
1674 outlined the dispensing power of the King
___________________________
when he ruled that the King can dispense with
the penalty of an offence but only if the King is
Reply to Albert’s Letter
the only victim.
If one of the King’s subjects is also a victim, he Sir__, I write with no intention to offend anyone,
cannot grant a dispensation because that would but my first reaction on reading it was anger.
remove his subjects’ right to sue for damages.
I then read who wrote the original letter to the
This is established English law, law Your Maj- Queen and it then made sense.
esty swore to uphold at Your Coronation in
1953. Blair also agreed to prosecute Your
Majesty’s soldiers called in to assist the civil
authority to restore the rule of law in Northern
Ireland, for murder for killing terrorists who
where firing at them. Majesty, that is no way to
treat soldiers employed to defend the rule of
Your Majesty’s law within Your Kingdom.

I write giving my Opinion that you are being
used by Albert. I have a long standing
disagreement with Albert because of his refusal
to accept the true position of our courts.
Albert Is an expert in the law so I can only
conclude by the fact that he dismisses the true
state of our law is that he is either too proud to
admit that he is wrong or actually working for
the 'other side'.
Our disagreement comes from the fact that he
will not explain to his followers the legal maxim
that all parties in a lawful or legal case must be
equal. In a common law court (which is
unlawfully ignored in the Administrative Courts)
the contest is between a living man and another
living man. The judge is there just to see fair
play.

Blair ordered the files on VIP paedophiles who
had been investigated for the sexual abuse of
children, sealed for one hundred years. Majesty,
these are Your children as surely as if they came
from Your body. Your Majesty has, along with
every one of us, a clear duty to protect all children.
After the Brexit Referendum, Blair went to the
EU to advise them how to combat Your Majesty’s Government so to keep us in the EU.

In an administrative court, which is all the courts
that our corrupt establishment allows, the
contest is between a living man and a statute .
The statute is a dead thing; a piece of paper
which cannot be cross examined.

Therefore, the administrative court gets around
this by tricking the living man to take
responsibility for another dead thing, a trust
formed by others using his name before he could
To attempt to overthrow the will of Your Majes- read write or speak. We know this as our birth
ty’s subjects and fight Your Government’s certificate. This is known legally as the legal
declared policy to leave the EU which was fiction.
strangling us with nonsensical rules and regulations, constitutes an act of treason for which I have proved this personally in a magistrates
Your Majesty will find no shortage of volunteers court by refusing to give my name. After five
minutes of threats to imprison me for contempt
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of court, the magistrates told the justices, people not guilty who have been taken to court
"Without this man's name you can do nothing". for offending hate crime laws and speaking their
I further helped someone unfairly prosecuted at mind.
Woolwich Crown Court.
Now we have parliament bringing in laws that
He served a legal notice on the court when take away our freedoms so that they have shut
responding to a summons, stating that he would down cinemas and other businesses using the
attend their court if they would ensure that Mr pandemic as their justification. It's actually
Misuse of Drugs Act would be there so that he worse than that. We all know of the murders by
could use his common law right to cross examine the state who took elderly people who were
his accuser. He heard nothing further.
occupying hospital beds and were placed in care
homes where they took their infections with
I know the above seems ridiculous to most who them so that thousands died.
first become aware of this, but it is a fact.
This is what angered me by Albert's request that
This is where the phrase that we are policed by we write to the Queen. Despite Albert's knowing
consent comes from. It may help you understand that the Queen signed away our sovereignty to
this, if you realise that a summons is just an offer the EU, which is against our constitution, he
or request that you enter into a contract with the urges people to write to her complaining about
administrative court. A contract involves an her Knighting Tony Blair.
agreement between two parties. You can in law
refuse.
In effect he is taking your energies away from a
far more serious matter. What could be more
The fact that this corrupt state of affairs exists serious than the murders by our state of people
does not lead me to advising others to use the denied medical treatment and the people
fact of the legal fiction in their courts. I do not purposely placed in care homes who were used
advise using this fact because you will not get to cause numerous deaths there?
any support from the general public and the
courts will use unlawful force to get their way. Albert knows of a solution to this state of
There is a better way to counter the corrupt unlawfulness because he publishes articles in the
courts as I explain later.
same online magazine
that I have my
I suspect that Albert
comments published.
either cannot accept this
or actually dare not
I quote part of my last
expose the trickery and
article here.
deceit necessary to
allow the courts to
Neither do I rely on
proceed.
others who gain huge
followings
by
I am in a dilemma here
mounting court cases
because I fully accept
against the various
that we need the statute
governments
on
law. I give this
points of principle.
example. A man driving past a school at 50 MPH These points of principle are that man is free to
could not be prosecuted at common law until he make his own choices as to how he conducts his
had caused an accident because he had not life. These cases are bound to fail because the
caused harm or loss to another. We need speed judges would be sowing the seeds of their own
limits.
destruction if they ruled against the
government. The MSM dare not report these
Where this has all gone wrong, with the cases.
connivance of people like Albert, is that
Parliament, who should obey our common law, Where individuals challenge a case where they
has brought in laws that are against common law. are charged with offending the lock-down laws
This is what is now causing the judges to find the Crown Prosecution Service drop the case
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because they know that the statute (that the
Queen signed) is against common law. I suggest ·
writing this:

The Tibblestone

"If you are arrested, charged, summonsed, or
given a fixed penalty for offending the lockdown laws, you don't need to go to court. Send
in a legal notice to the Crown Prosecution
Service by email. Email is as good as recorded
delivery.
NOTICE. I have been charged / summonsed /
given a fixed penalty, for offending xxxx act and
section. My action was allowed for at common
law. Common law is superior to statute law. I
require you to cease and desist causing me harm.
Signed and served electronically according to
the civil procedure rules. “Your name."

Sir___, A garage forecourt is the last place you'd
expect to find a prehistoric standing stone, but
there it is – the Tibblestone. By a roundabout
near the Gloucestershire village of Ashchurch
this little stone keeps its lonely vigil in the
I truly hope that my statement of the law does middle of a lawn, but why is it here?
not cause divisions amongst those who work to
retain our freedoms, but I feel I must try and use The earliest mention of the Tibblestone is in the
my energies to stop the loss of those freedoms Domesday Book, using it's original name of
and the murders by our corrupt government. Theobald's Stone.
Yours truly, John T. UK.
__________________________

This Anglo Saxon personal name is another link
in the chain that takes us back some centuries
before the Norman conquest. The monument was
used as a Hundred Stone, a marker between two
stretches of land known as Hundreds.
This term meant an area of land that could
sustain one hundred families, or alternatively
Scripture - ‘Professing themselves wise, they meaning that it could yield a hundred fighting
men.
became as fools'.
"A time will come when instead of shepherds
feeding the sheep, the church will have clowns
entertaining the goats." - C. H. Spurgeon. Posted
by Pastor Dan, USA
___________________________

The free men or ceorls of each Hundred would
meet once a month on the full moon (monath in
Old English meaning moon) at the Hundred
Stone to settle disputes, mete out justice, and
hear the latest news. If this sounds like a Viking
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“thing” then you'd be right, as it was exactly the Sir––, When it comes to immune-boosting
same event.
formulas, not all are created equal. With
thousands of different vitamins, minerals, and
Long before this the stone was probably part of herbs, only a handful have substantial research
a Neolithic or early Bronze Age structure, supporting immune benefits. Below are the four
possibly a burial chamber. Lots of these have most essential ingredients to consider before
been discovered around the area including well- deciding which brand is best for your needs.
known sites like Uley Long barrow and, just a
few miles away, Belas Knap which sits on the
1 ZINC
Cleeve Hill plateau.
Zinc is one of the most essential minerals needed
The Tibblestone sports some curious “pockets” for the development of immune cells. It aids the
worn into its surface, these may have been communication between cells and plays a role
formed by hand for some unknown reason but in the inflammatory response. T-cells that work
they give this mini megalith an Easter Island-like to destroy viruses are in part regulated by
appearance. It wasn't unusual at all for ancient zinc. Zinc has also been shown to
stones to be re-purposed by later cultures into help decrease the incidences of respiratory tract
markers, another example of this is the Staunton infections. Even just a minor zinc deficiency can
Longstone in the Forest of Dean.
cause the immune system not to function
correctly, leading to an increased risk of
Local legend says that a giant grabbed the pneumonia, infection, and disease.
Tibblestone from the top of nearby Cleeve Hill
to throw at a rival across the vale. He slipped and Being a positively charged ion zinc requires a
fell, leaving the stone where he dropped it. The transporter, known as an ionophore, to carry it
strange holes in it's surface were supposedly across the cell's lipid membrane. While most
where his fingers gripped it, bowling ball-like. immune-boosting formulas contain zinc, many
do not include the transporter to improve zinc's
The stone was last recorded in situ in 1779 bio-availability.
Studies
have
shown
before “disappearing” until being rediscovered that turmeric curcumin, with 95% curcuminoids,
in 1948 when the then garage owners began is a very effective transporter for zinc.
extension work on their property. They carefully
lifted the stone back to its original standing
position then set aside an area of lawn for it to
stand on display in.
Through the many changes in ownership,
buildings demolished and new road layouts laid
down, the Tibblestone has stood proudly within
its little piece of land with each successive
garage owner agreeing to protect it and maintain
the lawn.
Amid thousands of years of change, amid
2 GLUTAMINE
kingdoms rising and falling, buildings coming
and going and the elements taking their gradual Glutamine, also referenced as l-glutamine, is an
toll, this little fellow still stands here watching amino acid that studies have shown is essential
it all go by.
during an inflammatory response due to a viral
or bacterial infection. Glutamine is critical for
If you like this post you might like my book The cell growth and supports immune cells such as
Mystery Of Mercia, available here. Yours truly, T-cells and B-cells when fighting off a virus. The
Hugh Williams, UK.
gut, liver, kidney, and immune system all require
___________________________
glutamine.

Top 4 Criteria For A Quality
Immune-Boosting Supplement

Suppose the body is dealing with an
inflammatory response. In that case, it can cause
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the depletion of glutamine levels, resulting in a
weakened immune system. A recent 2020 study
published in the journal Clinical Nutrition
Experimental conducted a clinical experiment
with two groups of hospitalised people with a
novel viral infection. One group was given
glutamine, and the other a placebo. The results
demonstrated
those
given
glutamine
supplementations had a shortened hospital
stay and less need for the ICU.
3 ELDERBERRY
Elderberry (Sambucus nigra) has been shown in
studies to bolster the immune system response
by increasing white blood cells. Studies revealed
it could also shorten the cold's duration and
severity and help alleviate viral infection
symptoms. Elderberry is a potent anti-viral that

clinical studies showed helps protect against
influenza virus strains and prevent upper
respiratory tract infections. Avoid immune
system formulas that use elderberry in the
cheaper and less effective powder form. Look
for a brand that includes elderberry in extract
form the same kind as used in the clinical studies.
4 ECHINACEA
A review of 14 different clinical studies
concluded that echinacea could help reduce the
risk of contracting a cold by up to
58% and reduce the duration by up to 36
hours. This unique flower works by stimulating
white blood cell activity and energizing immune
cells, making them more efficient at attacking
harmful bacteria and viruses. Yours truly, Dan
Johns, USA.
The End

The Invisible Rainbow
The Deaf to Hear, and The Lame to Walk
Arthur Firstenberg
charge their fury upon the earth? Science still
does not know. Why does the earth have a
magnetic field? What makes combed hair frizzy,
nylon cling, and party balloons stick to walls?
This most common of all electrical phenomena
is still not well understood.
How does our brain work, our nerves function,
our cells communicate? How is our body’s
growth choreographed? We are still fundamentally ignorant. And the question raised in this
book—“What is the effect of electricity on
life?”—is one that modern science doesn’t even
BURMESE ELEPHANT has the ask. Science’s only concern today is to keep
same set of genes whether it toils in a human exposure be-low a level that will cook
logging camp or runs free in the forest. your cells.
But its DNA will not tell you the details of its
life. In the same way, electrons cannot tell us The effect of non-lethal electricity is something
mainstream science no longer wants to know.
what is most interesting about electricity.
But in the eighteenth century, scientists not only
Like elephants, electricity has been forced to asked the question, but began to supply answers.
bear our burdens and move great loads, and we Early friction machines were capable of being
have worked out more or less precisely its charged to about ten thousand volts—enough to
behavior while in captivity. But we must not be deliver a stinging shock, but not enough, then or
fooled into believing we know everything im- now, to be thought dangerous.
portant about the lives of its wild cousins.
By way of comparison, a person can accumulate
What is the source of thunder and lightning, that thirty thousand volts on their body in walking
causes clouds to become electrified and dis- across a synthetic carpet. Discharging it stings,

A
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but won’t kill you. A one-pint Leyden jar could
deliver a more powerful shock, containing about
0.1 joules of energy, but still about a hundred
times less than what is thought to be hazardous,
and thousands of times less than shocks that are
routinely delivered by defibrillators to revive
people who are in cardiac arrest.

a small Leyden jar and give your leg a series of
strong shocks.

Electricity was available in two flavours: positive, or “vitreous” electricity, obtained by rubbing glass, and negative, or “resinous”
electricity, originally obtained by rubbing sulphur or various resins. Your electrician would
According to mainstream science today, the most likely treat you with positive electricity, as
sparks, shocks, and tiny currents used in the it was the variety normally found on the surface
eighteenth century should have had no effects of the body in a state of health.
on health. But they did.
The goal of electrotherapy was to stimulate
Imagine you were a patient in 1750 suffering health by restoring the electrical equilibrium of
from arthritis. Your electrician would seat you the body where it was out of balance. The idea
in a chair that had glass legs so that it was well was certainly not new. In another part of the
insulated from the ground. This was done so that world, the use of natural electricity had been
when you were connected to the friction ma- developed to a fine art over thousands of years.
chine, you would accumulate the “electric fluid”
in your body instead of draining it into the earth.
Depending on the philosophy of your electrician,
the severity of your disease, and your own
tolerance for electricity, there were a number of
ways to “electrise” you.
In the “electric bath,” which was the most gentle,
you would simply hold in your hand a rod
connected to the prime conductor, and the machine would be cranked continuously for minutes or hours, communicating its charge
throughout your body and creating an electrical
“aura” around you. If this was done gently
enough, you would feel nothing—just as a
person who shuffles their feet on a carpet can
accumulate a charge on their body without being
aware of it.

Acupuncture needles, as we will see in chapter
9, conduct atmospheric electricity into the body,
where it travels along precisely mapped pathways, returning to the atmosphere through other
needles that complete the circuit. By comparison
electrotherapy in Europe and America, although
similar in concept, was an infant science, using
After you were thus “bathed,” the machine instruments that were like sledgehammers.
would be stopped and you might be treated with
the “electric wind.” Electricity discharges most European medicine in the eighteenth century was
easily from pointed conductors.
full of sledgehammers. If you went to a conventional doctor for your rheumatism, you might
Therefore a grounded, pointed metal or wooden expect to be bled, purged, vomited, blistered, and
wand would be brought toward your painful knee even dosed with mercury. It’s easy to understand
and you would again feel very little— perhaps that going to an electrician instead might seem
the sensation of a small breeze as the charge that a very attractive alternative. And it remained
had built up in your body slowly dissipated attractive until the beginning of the twentieth
through your knee into the grounded wand.
century.
For a stronger effect, your electrician might use
a wand with a rounded end, and instead of a
continuous current draw actual sparks from your
ailing knee. And if your condition were severe—
say your leg was paralysed—he could charge up

After more than half a century of unceasing
popularity, electrotherapy fell temporarily out of
favour during the early 1800's in reaction to
certain cults, one of which had grown up in
Europe around Anton Mesmer and his so-called
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Although the main focus of this chapter will be
on effects that are not necessarily beneficial, it
is important to remember why eighteenth century society was enthralled with electricity, just as
we are today. For almost three hundred years the
tendency has been to chase its benefits and
dismiss its harms.
But in the 1700’s and 1800’s, the daily use of
electricity in medicine was a constant reminder,
at least, that electricity was intimately connected
with biology. Here in the West, electricity as a
biological science remains in its infancy today,
and even its cures have been long forgotten. I
will recall just one of them.

Elisha Perkins
“magnetic” healing, and another in America
around Elisha Perkins and his “electric” tractors—three-inch-long metallic pencils with
which one made passes over a diseased part of
the body. Neither man used actual magnets or
electricity at all, but they gave both those methods, for a while, a bad name. By mid century
electricity was again mainstream, and in the
1880’s ten thousand American physicians were
administering it to their patients.

Making the Deaf Hear

Electrotherapy finally fell permanently out of
favour in the early twentieth century, perhaps,
one suspects, because it was incompatible with
what was then going on in the world. Electricity
was no longer a subtle force that had anything
In 1851, the great neurologist Guillaume Bento do with living things.
jamin Duchenne de Boulogne (above) achieved
renown for something for which he is least
It was a dynamo, capable of propelling locomoremembered today. A well known figure in the
tives and executing prisoners, not curing pahistory of medicine, he was certainly no quack.
tients. But sparks delivered by a friction
He introduced modern methods of physical
machine, a century and a half before the world
examination that are still in use.
was wired, carried quite different associations.
There is no doubt that electricity sometimes
cured diseases, both major and minor. The
reports of success, over almost two centuries,
were sometimes exaggerated, but they are too
numerous and often too detailed and well-attested to dismiss them all. Even in the early 1800’s,
when electricity was not in good repute, reports
continued to emerge that cannot be ignored.
For example, the London Electrical Dispensary,
between September 29, 1793, and June 4, 1819,
admitted 8,686 patients for electrical treatment.
Of these, 3,962 were listed as “cured,” and
another 3,308 as “relieved” when they were
discharged—an 84 percent success rate.

He was the first physician ever to take a biopsy
from a living person for the purpose of diagnosis.
He published the first accurate clinical description of polio. A number of diseases that he
identified are named for him, most notably
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. He is remembered for all those things. But in his own time
he was the somewhat unwilling centre of attention for his work with the deaf.
Duchenne knew the anatomy of the ear in great
detail, in fact it was for the purpose of elucidating the function of the nerve called the chorda
tympani, which passes through the middle ear,
that he asked a few deaf people to volunteer to
be the subjects of electrical experiments.
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The incidental and unexpected improvement in
their hearing caused Duchenne to be inundated
with requests from within the deaf community
to come to Paris for treatments. And so he began
to minister to large numbers of people with nerve
deafness, using the same apparatus that he had
designed for his research, which fit snugly into
the ear canal and contained a stimulating electrode.

sensitivity of his patient, and each treatment
consisted of brief pulses of electricity spaced one
second apart for a total of four minutes per ear.
The electrode was placed on the tragus (the flap
of cartilage in front of the ear) for one minute,
inside the ear canal for two minutes, and on the
mastoid process behind the ear for one minute.

And fifty years before Sprenger, Swedish physician Johann Lindhult, writing from Stockholm,
reported the full or partial restoration of hearing,
during a two-month period, to a 57-year-old man
who had been deaf for thirty-two years; a youth
of twenty-two, whose hearing loss was recent; a
seven-year-old girl, born deaf; a youth of twentynine, hard of hearing since age eleven; and a man
with hearing loss and tinnitus of the left ear. “All
And yet by this means he restored good hearing, patients,” wrote Lindhult, “were treated with
in a matter of days or weeks, to a 26-year-old gentle electricity, either the simple current or the
man who had been deaf since age ten, a 21-year- electric wind.”
old man who had been deaf since he had measles
at age nine, a young woman recently made deaf Lindhult, in 1752, was using a friction machine.
by an overdose of quinine, given for malaria, and Half a century later, Sprenger used galvanic
numerous others with partial or complete hearing currents from an electric pile, forerunner of
loss.
today’s batteries. Half a century after that,
Duchenne used alternating current from an
Fifty years earlier, in Jever, Germany, an apoth- induction coil. British surgeon Michael La
ecary named Johann Sprenger became famous Beaume, similarly successful, used a friction
throughout Europe for a similar reason. Though machine in the 1810’s and galvanic currents later
he was denounced by the director of the Institute on.
for the Deaf and Dumb in Berlin, he was besieged by the deaf themselves with requests for What they all had in common was their insisttreatment. His results were attested in court ence on keeping their treatments brief, simple,
documents, and his methods were adopted by and painless.
contemporary physicians.
His procedure, to a modern reader, might seem
unlikely to have had any effect at all: he exposed
his patients to pulses of the feeblest possible
current, spaced half a second apart, for five
seconds at a time. Then he gradually increased
the current strength, but never to a painful level,
and never for more than five seconds at a time.

Seeing and Tasting Electricity
Aside from attempting to cure deafness, blindness, and other diseases, early electricians were
intensely interested in whether electricity could
be directly perceived by the five senses—another
question about which modern engineers have no
interest, and modern doctors have no knowledge,
but whose answer is relevant to every modern
person who suffers from electrical sensitivity.
Woodcut illustration of Duchenne's
"appareil volta-électrique."
He himself was reported to have fully or partially
restored hearing to no less than forty deaf and
hard of hearing individuals, including some deaf
from birth. His methods, like Duchenne’s, were
disarmingly simple and gentle. He made the
current weaker or stronger according to the

When he was still in his early twenties, the future
explorer Alexander von Humboldt lent his own
body to the elucidation of this mystery. It would
be several years before he left Europe on the long
voyage that was to propel him far up the Orinoco
River and to the top of Mount Chimborazo,
collecting plants as he went, making systematic
observations of the stars and the earth and the
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cultures of Amazonian peoples. Half a century
would pass before he would begin work on his
five-volume Kosmos, an attempt to unify all
existing scientific knowledge. But as a young
man supervising mining operations in the Bayreuth district of Bavaria, the central question of
his day occupied his spare time.

Consider that today we are accustomed to handling nine-volt batteries with our hands without
a thought. Consider that millions of us are
walking around with silver and zinc, as well as
gold, copper, and other metals in the fillings in
our mouths. Then consider the following experiment of Humboldt’s, using a single piece of
zinc, and one of silver, that produced an electric
Is electricity really the life force, people were tension of about a volt:
asking? This question, gnawing gently at the soul
of Europe since the days of Isaac Newton, had “A large hunting dog, naturally lazy, very pasuddenly become insistent, forcing itself out of tiently let a piece of zinc be applied against his
the lofty realms of philosophy and into dinner- palate, and remained perfectly tranquil while
time discussions around the tables of ordinary another piece of zinc was placed in contact with
people whose children would have to live with the first piece and with his tongue.
the chosen answer.
But scarcely one touched his tongue with the
The electric battery, which produced a current silver, than he showed his aversion in a humorfrom the contact of dissimilar metals, had just ous manner: he contracted his upper lip convulbeen invented in Italy. Its implications were sively, and licked himself for a very long time;
huge: friction machines—bulky, expensive, it sufficed afterwards to show him the piece of
unreliable, subject to atmospheric conditions— zinc to remind him of the impression he had
might no longer be necessary. Telegraph sys- experienced and to make him angry.”
tems, already designed by a few visionaries,
might now be practical. And questions about the The ease with which electricity can be perceived,
nature of the electric fluid might come closer to and the variety of the sensations, would be a
being answered.
revelation to most doctors today. When Humboldt touched the top of his own tongue with the
piece of zinc, and its point with the piece of
silver, the taste was strong and bitter.
When he moved the piece of silver underneath,
his tongue burned. Moving the zinc further back
and the silver forward made his tongue feel cold.
And when the zinc was moved even further back
he became nauseated and sometimes vomited—
which never happened if the two metals were the
same.
The sensations always occurred as soon as the
zinc and silver pieces were placed in metallic
contact with each other.
In the early 1790’s, Humboldt (above) threw
himself into this research with enthusiasm. He
wished, among other things, to determine whether he could perceive this new form of electricity
with his own eyes, ears, nose, and taste buds.

A sensation of sight was just as easily elicited,
by four different methods, using the same onevolt battery: by applying the silver “armature
moistened eyelid and the zinc on the other; or
one in a nostril and the other on an eye; or one
on the tongue and one on an eye; or even one on
Others were doing similar experiments—Ales- the tongue and one against the upper gums.
sandro Volta in Italy, George Hunter and Richard Fowler in England, Christoph Pfaff in In each case, at the moment the two metals
Germany, Peter Abilgaard in Denmark—but touched each other, Humboldt saw a flash of
none more thoroughly or diligently than Hum- light. If he repeated the experiment too many
boldt.
times, his eyes became inflamed. In Italy, Volta,
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the inventor of the electric battery, succeeded in and he did not repeat the experiment, fearing that
eliciting a sensation of sound, not with one pair the shock to his brain might be dangerous.
of metals, but with thirty, attached to electrodes
in each ear.
It remained for German physician Rudolf Brenner, seventy years later, using more refined
With the metals he originally used in his “pile,” equipment and smaller currents, to demonstrate
using water as an electrolyte, this may have been actual effects on the auditory nerve, as we will
about a twenty-volt battery. Volta heard only a see in chapter 15.
crackling sound which could have been a mechanical effect on the bones of his middle ears,
To be Continued

Government, Media and Doctors Unite to Fabricate a
Poison Reality
By
John Kaminski
against the patriotic American patsies still jailed
in a D.C. gulag.
While media focus on the fake insurrection in
Washington for which patriots are preposterously prosecuted, real time bombs tick in Hong
Kong and Taiwan, as well as in Ukraine and
Kazakhstan. The mad money men squeeze the
trigger of terror to maximize the likelihood
humanity will destroy itself in wars for no reason
except to satisfy the warped whims of those
whose idea of heaven to everyone else resembles
As freedom slips away Erosion of trust hell.

destroys credibility of authorities They
It appears as if the powers that be are rushing to
tell you to take a shot that will kill you. create multiple catastrophes before an awakenThe more evidence is disclosed that the COVID
masquerade is a total hoax, the more the government pronouncements harden and demand the
poison vaccines be taken by everyone. This
guarantees that the painfully ugly and unnecessary deaths of people will continue.

ing public coalesces to realize the tricks the
powerful are playing upon the poor, and rallies
to thwart these diabolical demagogues by evicting them from their public positions of power
that they have so badly misused and abused.

There is something you should realize which we
all should have realized for the past several
The population will be reduced according to the hundred years, which both Benjamin Franklin
wishes of the demented Jews who run the world. and George Washington appear to have warned
Along with deliberate supply line sabotage, this us about.
is a sure sign of imminent mass destruction. The
plan to shrink-wrap human society is still in The reason for the charge that all so-called
place and developing nicely as Klaus Schwab anti-vaxxers are also anti-Semites is because all
and Bill Gates wring their hands in gleeful the pro-vaxxers are Jews — namely the managdelight.
ers and top scientists of ALL the vaccine comThis intention is further revealed by the insane
provocations which continue to spew from a
whacked-out president inside a walled-up White
House against both Russia and China, and also

panies, the regulators of ALL the government
health agencies, and ALL the politicians who
endorse the idea of mandating experimental gene
therapy that has already officially killed at least
400,000 and likely many millions more with a
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so-called vaccine that doesn’t really work for a Now under siege from this multilevel attack on
disease that doesn’t really exist.
human freedom, humans’ failure to realize this
upside down manipulation of historical fact
What You Don’t Know Will Kill You continues to be the main threat to today’s survival of the confused and conflicted peoples of the
All these toxic shots really do is kill those foolish world, most of whom amble aimlessly along
enough to take them. It doesn’t really protect while whistling past the graveyard of their own
them from anything, but as a special bonus gift ignorance.
from the mad scientists who invented them
You Have Put Your Trust in Liars
provides recipients with afflictions they never
thought they’d ever have, such as myocarditis,
AIDS and Mad Cow disease.
Even your local newspaper publisher at the
Podunk Press gets squeezed by the extortionate
vice of economic reality. Unless he breathlessly
advertises the necessity to get your COVID shot,
Jewish merchants will quickly put him out of
business by withdrawing their advertising.
This makes all these publishers, editors and
writers — as well as the advertisers — accessories to premeditated mass murder, a notation
everyone should make in their minds when this
horrific hoax has been debunked and destroyed
by a world that eventually comes to its senses,
assuming that ever happens.

How are we supposed to trust a doctor that tells
us we must take an experimental vaccine that has
already killed at least 400,000 people and perhaps as many as 4 million, is guaranteed to
shorten your life span, and to top that off destroys your immune system by genetic modification that winds up giving you AIDS?

Know for sure that the Great Reset not only aims
to radically reduce the world’s population and
control the world’s money supply via nanotechnology with devices inserted into bodies via
vaccines, but also it seeks to rid the world of
most of its non-Jewish population using multiple
methods which have been devised and implemented by Jews for many centuries.

And what kind of faith and trust do we have in
a political system that orders us to take his
diabolical jab when the authorities empowered
to protect us by their actions are not required to
take this suspect toxic shot themselves? These
same dupes conceal an ever growing death toll
with further restrictions on our freedom leading
to even more deaths.

A key element now separating authentic doctors
from the paid poseurs pitching poison products
is the obvious tendency to equate current mediainduced mass psychosis luring unenlightened
consumers to their jabbed graves with the World
War 2 Nazi menace forever trumpeted by Jewish
media as the greatest evil in world history.

Have you figured out that there is something
extremely fishy going on? Or are you one of
those robotic retards who just does what you are
told and lets your government shorten your life
and ruin your dreams because you believe your
authorities and your doctors would never willingly do anything to harm you?

Doctors such as Robert Malone and Peter McCullough plus popular promoters like Mike
Adams and Joe Rogan keep harping on Hitler as
the greatest threat humanity ever faced, when in
actuality it was the Jewish leaders Roosevelt,
Churchill and Stalin who erased the only country
that ever tried to escape the worldwide grip of
the Jewish money monsters now engineering this
Big Pharma plague now massacring the entire
planet.

Most people won’t stand up for their own rights.
They say, it’s OK, it’s only a shot, it’s only a
mask, without realizing how these shots, these
mandates, are killing the world, are killing
freedom, are killing the future we had hoped for
and now can never achieve as they go twitching
off into the sunset.
The surest way to remain healthy is not to take
a vaccine for anything.
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kills in order to rob them of their valuables. And
when it finished fleecing everyone in the world,
The future looks like pure slavery, of doing what it turned its cursed behavior on its own citizens,
we’re told, what is good for us, of never having which is what we are seeing now.
original thoughts that are outside the purview of
the controllers, what they have determined are
good for us that are really exactly the opposite,
and good only for their twisted dreams of crooked control and contrived efficiency.

It’s All Downhill from Here

The not-so-funny thing is those who are jabbed
won’t listen to the facts. They hide behind their
mainstream accounts of how all anti-vaxxers are
paranoid anti-Semites wanting to destroy the
world when the exact opposite is clearly true:
those who get jabbed are destroying the world,
and themselves along with it.
Authority is always false when it relies on the
suppression of accurate information to authenticate its mandates. The world has been badly
blackmailed into obeying illegal orders issued
by seriously deranged actors. Seeing as how our
corrupt authorities openly admit prioritising
profits over health clearly demonstrates what
their words are actually worth.

Well, Colleague Morgenthau, we did a good
piece of business today." "Splendid, Colleague
Silberstein. We took the lovely money from
the two Goy women and can put it in our own
pockets.

In fact it’s the same value of what your life is Because war is the surest way for Jews to make
money as well as a great way to reduce populaworth to them. Nothing.
tion, it pleases the wicked men who put those
I don’t ever recall witnessing an American words in Joe’s ear that he can barely remember
president deliberately commanding citizens and to pronounce. And as Biden and his pervert
businesses to disregard the lawful opinions of children harvest bribes from despots around the
the Supreme Court, but watching senile Presi- world, the true worthlessness of amnesiac Amerdent Joe Biden do just that while trying to kindle ica is revealed to everyone.
nuclear war wherever he can reveals to that
modest percentage of the American population Woe to everyone in the world because Ameriwho can actually think in some sort of functional cans have failed to keep their promise to each
way that their country has been lost to the putrid other, that we would defend liberty wherever it
propaganda of personal corruption — conscience was threatened to be extinguished, and by this
free and supremely destructive to the now-for- betrayal of our own cause, guaranteed the end of
gotten notion of individual freedom as the high- freedom by our conversion into centrally controlled Jewish slave-zombies.
est goal of humankind.
But any excuse will do because, just like disease,
war is Jewish honey, and the Jewish hive will
buzz happily as the Jewish Pfizer billionaires
peddle their vaccines that don’t work for diseases
that don’t exist. It doesn’t matter to them how
many innocent people are killed by this process,
but only how much money can be made.

Attention Jabbees! Just listen to that new voice
in your head. It will lead you to your death and
you won’t even notice.
They are paying hospitals to kill you - Video
Here.

John Kaminski is a writer who solely dependent
The realization all Americans fail to admit is that on contributions from readers, please support his
their country has been run for all of its time in work by mail: 6871 Willow Creek Circle #103,
existence on the bodies of those it abuses and North Port FL 34287 USA. The End OS23266.
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The English Revolution (Part 2)
By
John Hammer
anonymous committee, the previously Royal
prerogative of minting money and enabled the
international banksters to secure their loans on
the taxes of the country rather than simply upon
a monarch’s personal undertaking thus enslaving
the people of Britain forever.
The Act of Union passed by Parliament shortly
afterwards in 1706, was simply an expedient way
of tying Scotland into the great scam in addition
to England. Of course, up until that point in time
the two countries were distinctly separate, both
politically and economically.
This then had the effect of making redundant the
Scottish Mint and also to bring it under the
umbrella of the English national debt as a whole.
Thus was the grip of the banksters extended over
England’s neighbours in one succinct move.

“The English Revolution under Charles I
was unlike any preceding one … From
that time and event we contemplate in our
history the phases of revolution.” Isaac
Disraeli (Above)

To safeguard against a possible negative reaction
from Parliament, the party system was then
brought into being, frustrating true national
reaction and enabling the puppeteers to divide
and rule using their newly-established financial
power to ensure that their own henchmen and
their own policies would predominate.

HIS WAS ACTUALLY JUST THE
BEGINNING. The English revolution
was followed by the American, French
and Russian versions of the same ‘trick’ all at
the behest of and funded by the same group of
people, albeit for differing reasons.

T

This was then the beginning of the bankers
highly dubious practice of fractional reserve
banking whereby gold became the basis of loans,
ten times the size of the amount deposited. In
other words, £100 pounds of gold would be legal
security for a £1,000 loan.

In 1897 the Protocols of the Learned Elders of
Zion surfaced and this document contains this
noteworthy sentence… “Remember the French
Revolution, the secrets of its preparation are well
known to us for it was entirely the work of our
hands.”

At 3% interest therefore, £100 pounds in gold
could earn £30 interest annually with no more
trouble or inconvenience to the lender than the
keeping of a few ledger entries. The owner of
£100 worth of land however, still had to slave,
often around the clock, in order to make a paltry,
subsistence-level living.

Protocol No. 3 – 14. This statement could easily
have referred to all of the above named events.
However, the real objective of the revolution was
realised around half a century later with the
formation of the Bank of England in 1694 and
the instigating of the National Debt. The charter
that provided for this, handed-over to an
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Evangelicals Who Serve The Antichrist!
By
David Duke
Recently, I have been shocked and appalled by
the unqualified support by some Christian
televangelists for the most anti-Christian religion
on the face of the earth, Judaism. They also
support the corrupt, Jewish supremacist, antiChristian Israeli state.
I know that some of you reading this may
respond by saying that Islam is really the most
anti-Christian religion and that Judaism is a
friendly faith. Many mistakenly think that
Judaism is a sister religion to Christianity. The
term "Judeo-Christian" has entered our modern
lexicon to the point where no politician, George
Bush on down, would dare even invoke the term
"Christian heritage" without adding the prefix,
David Duke
"Judeo" to it. The term "Judeo-Christian" didn't
AM A CHRISTIAN. I must also state that even come into existence until after the Second
I am tolerant of other religious beliefs, and World War when Jews became supreme in their
I am committed to the right of people to influence over major media.
have and practice whatever religious belief they
so choose. Freedom of thought, conscience, The truth is that there is no such thing as
belief and speech is fundamental to traditional Judeo-Christianity. That would be like saying
European communities. I oppose religious Satanic-Christianity. The religion now called
intolerance, just as I oppose political tyranny and Judaism did not even come formally into
the suffocating encroachment of world existence until six hundred years after Jesus
Christ.
government.

I

Although Europe has suffered from times of
political and religious oppression, Western
civilization from its classical roots in Greece and
Rome to modern Europe has been the most
ardent defender of freedom of thought and
conscience.
It is no accident that the most isolated pocket of
ancient Europeans, Iceland, has the longest
standing parliament in the world.
I seldom delve into religious matters, as I don't
have the honour of being a pastor or priest.
However, policies of the Christian churches are
critical to the well-being of European Americans
as the overwhelming majority of Europeans are
Christian as I am. Organized Christian churches
have dramatic influence on our society,
especially in America. On some matters, I feel I
must speak out both as a Christian and as a
European American.

It began with the codification of the Babylonian
Talmud. In Judaism, the Talmud is the supreme
scripture, not the Old Testament. Only Satanism
can rival Judaism's vicious hatred for Jesus
Christ. The Talmud even claims that Jesus Christ
is being punished in hell by "being boiled in hot
semen!" When I first read this hateful Talmudic
quote, I just couldn't believe it. Maybe you don't
believe what I am saying right now, but read on
and I will prove to you that this quotation is
accurate and that Judaism is intrinsically and
viciously anti-Christian. Judaism it the
embodiment of the same Satanic tradition that
Christ condemned when He referred to "the
synagogue of Satan." (Rev. 2-9)
What I say here I can prove in the documented
words of the most sacred texts of Judaism and
in the clearly documented words of the highest
authorities of Judaism itself, and even more
importantly, in the scriptures of the New
Testament.
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Interestingly enough, Islam is much closer to
Christianity than Judaism. For instance, Judaism
condemns the Virgin Mary as a prostitute and
viciously condemns Jesus an evil sorcerer and a
bastard. The Talmud even claims Jesus was a
sexual pervert who had intercourse relations with
his donkey.

the Babylonian Talmud, a series of writings set
down in Babylon in the sixth century after Christ.

The American Heritage Dictionary describes the
Talmud as "constituting the basis of religious
authority for traditional Judaism." The
authoritative Universal Jewish Encyclopaedia
compiled by the leading Rabbinic organizations
of the world, makes it very clear that the Talmud,
In stark contrast, although Islam certainly does not the Torah or Old Testament, is the supreme
not share all the Christian views of Jesus Christ, authority for Judaism.
it views Christ as a true prophet of God, virginThus the ultimate authority for Orthodoxy is the
born, and that God resurrected Jesus from the Babylonian Talmud. The Bible itself ranks
dead.
second to it in reality, if not in theory. (Universal
Jewish Encyclopaedia, "Authority," pg. 637)2.
Ironically, the chief religious book of Islam, the
Qur'an, actually defends Jesus Christ from the ● What does the Talmud, the chief
authority of Judaism, have to say about
obscene slanders made against Him in the Jewish
Jesus Christ?
Talmud.
● Balaam [Jesus] fornicated with his
jackass. (Sanhedrin 105a-b)3
● Jewish priests raised Balaam [Jesus] from
the dead and punished him in boiling hot
semen.(57a Gittin) 4

I

● She who was the descendant of princes
and governors [The Virgin Mary] played
the harlot with a carpenter. (Sanhedrin
106a) [Jesus] was lowered into a pit of
dung up to his armpits. Then a hard cloth
was placed within a soft one, wound
round his neck, and the two ends pulled
in opposite directions until he was dead.
(Sanhedrin 52b) 5

know that I am shocking many of you who are
hearing this for the first time. I am sure some of
you are thinking that this cannot be true! I don't
blame you for thinking so because many of you
have never been told of these facts by the
Jewish-dominated media or by the televangelists. Now obviously, I am not saying that all Jews
share this hateful attitude toward Jesus Christ,
So, I will document these things for you right but the official position of Judaism is defined by
now in the little space I have here. Also, the quotations I just read. Obviously, it is
remember that for a more complete and thorough important that Jewish groups don't let Christians
documentation of this issue, you can go to my know the truth about the hateful Judaic attitude
chapter on Judaism and Christianity in my toward Jesus Christ.
autobiography, My Awakening.
Some Jews seek to deflect Christian criticism by
You can also find it in my new book, Jewish saying that Balaam was not the name that Jews
Supremacism. The chapter on Judaism found used to denote Christ. Yet, no less a major
in My Awakening is at It is fully documented authority than the Jewish Encyclopaedia, an en
and footnoted.
cyclopedia compiled by the leading rabbinic
The Talmud not the Torah (Bible) is the chief organizations in the world, says that Balaam is
the name they use to denote Jesus Christ.
authority of Judaism
Most Christians are under the impression that Under the heading "Balaam," it says, "…the
Judaism is primarily based on the biblical Old pseudonym 'Balaam' given to Jesus in Sanhedrin
Testament. Actually the ultimate authority for 106b and Gittin 57a."6 Such use of deceptive
Judaism is not the Bible but on what they call
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terms such as "Balaam" was a common practice
in the middle ages as Jews tried to disguise their
anti-Jesus and anti-Christian hatred from
Gentiles who might dare to pry into the Talmud.
Now some Christians might think that these are
simply old beliefs of the Jewish religion, and that
Judaism might have softened its attitudes toward
Jesus Christ and Christians. In actual fact, these
are the formal policies of the Israeli state.

other Jews to idolatry, and contempt of
rabbinical authority. All classical Jewish sources
which mention his execution are quite happy to
take responsibility for it; in the Talmudic account
the Romans are not even mentioned. . .
The very name Jesus was for Jews a symbol of
all that is abominable, and this popular tradition
still persists. The Gospels are equally detested,
and they are not allowed to be quoted (let alone
taught) even in modern Israeli schools. 8
To think that this is the same anti-Christian,
Israeli government that some Christian ministers
want us to support with American tax dollars!
Dr. Shahak also exposes the vicious hatred
against Christians taught to Jewish Children in
Israel:

In fact, In Jewish schools in Israel it is forbidden
to even read from the New Testament gospels or
even mention the name of Jesus Christ. It is even
a criminal offence in Israel for a Christian to
preach the salvation of Jesus Christ to a Jew.
Israel so hates the Christian cross that they have
specified that elementary schools use a "T"
instead of a plus sign because it so resembles the
hated Christian cross! The Israeli government
has even supported public burnings of the New
Testament!
One of the Jews I have most respected, the man
to whom I dedicated my book, Jewish
Supremacism, is the late Dr. Israel Shahak. He
was a holocaust survivor and professor at
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Professor
Shahak reported that the Zionists publicly and
ceremoniously burned hundreds of copies of the
New Testament in Jerusalem on March 23, 1980.
They were destroyed under the auspices of Yad
Le'akhim, a Jewish religious organization
subsidized by the Israeli Ministry of Religions.
7 Here are some direct quotations from this
courageous Jew, Professor Israel Shahak:

Jewish children are actually taught - passages
such as that which commands every Jew,
whenever passing near a cemetery, to utter a
blessing if it is Jewish, but to curse the mothers
of the dead if it is non-Jewish. . . it became
customary to spit (usually three times) upon
seeing a church or a crucifix ...9
Imagine for a moment if Christians were taught
that when they pass Jewish cemeteries they
should "curse the mothers of the dead" and that
they should spit three times when seeing a
synagogue or a Star of David. Would not the
media react to that kind of vicious hatred with
outrage?
Evangelical leaders such as Falwell would
forcefully condemn Christians who would utter
such vile curses against Jews, but why don't they
dare condemn the hatred of Jews who utter vile
curses against Christians.
Not only does Israel act against Christianity, so
does every major organized Jewish group in the
United States. The American Jewish Committee,
the ADL (Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
Brith) and a host of other Jewish organizations
in America have been at the forefront destroying
Christian traditions in the United States.

Judaism is imbued with a very deep hatred They have led the fight, not only to ban simple
toward Christianity combined with ignorance prayers in school, but even to prohibit Christmas
about it…
carols to be sung in schools or in any public
facility. They have been the leaders of the
According to the Talmud, Jesus was executed by movement for legalized abortion, something
a proper rabbinical court for idolatry, inciting which every evangelical opposes. They have
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been at the forefront of the cultural war that
Jewish Hollywood has waged against Christian
tradition, belief and ethics. Jews also led early
Bolshevism in Russia, which was the greatest
suppresser and mass murderer of Christians in
the history of the world. Millions of Christians
were murdered by the Jewish Bolsheviks.

neighbourhoods, many of the children and adults
murdered are in fact, Christians.
Maranatha Christian Journal had a report
entitled: Palestinian Christians Claim Western
Church Ignores Them. It quotes Husam Misleh
of a Christian Palestinian organization called the
American Federation of Ramallah, HQ in
Detroit, Michigan.
"(Conservative Protestant leaders) Jerry Falwell
and Pat Robertson are on the air all the time
portraying Israel to be our best friend; at the
same time, there are Palestinian Christians dying
daily, and they don't speak out on that subject at
all. It's an atrocity in itself."
The article goes on to quote Rateb Rabie,
director of the Holy Land Ecumenical
Foundation in Silver Spring, Maryland.

"It breaks your heart when you get calls every
day from churches (in the Holy Land), and the
priests and the clergy are asking for help, and
And now, some evangelical leaders such as Jerry you are tied here; you cannot help them."
Falwell (above) and Pat Robertson are urging
Christians to financially support Israel and the Just a few weeks ago, Israelis were firing,
Jewish supremacist establishment around the bombing and killing Christians in Bethlehem and
world, by far the most powerful enemy of Jesus even laying siege to one of the most holy sites
Christ on the planet.
of Christianity, the birthplace of Jesus Christ, the
Church of the Nativity.
By supporting anti-Christian Israel, they are
directly supporting the murder, torture and It turned my stomach to turn on the TV and see
oppression of thousands of our fellow Christians Evangelical leaders such a Falwell and
in the Mideast. Falwell and Robertson have not Robertson telling Christians to send more money
informed their flocks that large numbers of to the anti-Christian Jewish state of Israel which
Palestinians are Christians.
at that moment was murdering and terrorizing
Christians in the very birthplace of Christ.
For instance, in the birthplace of Jesus Christ,
Bethlehem, Palestinian Christians have Not only do these pro-Israel ministers immorally
historically been a majority of the population, a support the suppression and murder of our fellow
figure that is dropping rapidly because of their Christians in Palestine, they spread the easily
abandonment by evangelicals like Falwell and refuted lie that modern Jews are currently God's
Robertson.
Chosen people.
What kind of Christian chooses to support
murderous anti-Christian Jews rather then their
own Christian brethren. It is no wonder that
Christianity is losing ground in the Mideast,
when major Christian leaders will support the
killing of Palestinian Christians by antiChristian, Israeli Jews.

Traditional Christian theology for almost 2000
years has held that God had a covenant with the
tribes of Israel, and that after the Jews broke that
covenant and crucified Jesus Christ, God then
made a new covenant based on belief in Jesus
Christ. The book of Hebrews in the New
Testament makes this abundantly clear.

When Israel indiscriminately sends bombs and For finding fault with them, he saith, Behold, the
missiles and bullets into Palestinian days come, saith the Lord when I will make a
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new covenant with the House of Israel and the and remain enemies of Christianity and Jesus
House of Judah:
Christ? Have they not been driven out?
Not according to the covenant that I made with
their fathers, in the day when I took them by the
hand out of the land of Egypt; because they
continued not in my covenant, and I regarded
them not, saith the Lord. (Hebrews 8:6-7, 9-10)

Tens of thousands of Palestinian Christians have
been murdered, maimed and tortured: tens of
thousands more have been driven out by Jewish
terrorism from their homes, their businesses,
their farms.

There is no way a Christian who reads the
scripture can get around the fact that God views
the Jews as having, "continued not in my
covenant." Of course, God made the New
Covenant for Israelites and everyone else that
was solely based on faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ.

The process goes on even as I speak these very
words. Israeli murder and mayhem, curfews,
suppression have the purpose of driving out the
Palestinians who naturally want a decent life for
themselves and their children in the land of their
fathers.

That whole idea is one of the founding principles
of the Christian religion and one understood by
almost every Christian, until the distortions and
lies of the last 30 years, the thirty years since the
Jewish supremacists obtained control of the
American media establishment. Another clear
scripture tells the story of the true Christian
viewpoint toward organized Jewish power.

For evangelical Christians to support these
atrocities against their own Christian brethren or
indeed against people of any faith is the height
of un-Christian immorality. And that brings me
to another myth being promoted by the Jewish,
anti-Christian media and parroted by the
preachers who are subservient —–––-to their
antichrist, Jewish supremacists.
The End OS14596

—–-for you suffered like things of your own
countrymen as they did from the Jews, who
killed both the Lord Jesus and the prophets, and
drove us out and displease God, and oppose all
men. . . But God's wrath has come upon them at
last.(1 Thessalonians 2:14-16)11

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ

The Palestinians can certainly relate to that
scriptural quote. Read it again and let it sink in.
If this exact quote was made by any man in
politics in America or the Christian clergy he
would be condemned as a quote "anti-Semite,"
yet these are the exact words of the Holy
Scripture. Is the Holy Scripture anti-Semitic?

For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.

http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion

Have not the Palestinian Christians and the
Moslems suffered from the Jews, who have been
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The Censor’s BS Baffles Brains
Posted By
Tapestry
●Seek to connect with others of like
mind
●Construct a narrative together of a
new normal — not to be confused
with the “new normal” the transhumanist, technocratic movements are
trying to advance — showing people
that there are other options to escape
the old normal
●Always stick to the principles of
nonviolent resistance
●The last step is an important one,
because if you use aggression of any
form, even in the way you speak, it
will only be used as justification by
the masses that they were right to
oppose you. Nonviolent resistant is
the most efficient strategy as you try
to resist and defy the mass formation
psychosis around you.

T

HE HIGHER THE LEVEL OF EDUCATION, the more susceptible people usually are to fake narratives.
That’s not surprising since most topics in
education are fake – history, science, religion,
politics – just to name four. Education creates
a hunger for fakery.
Desmet recommends the following four steps
to break free from mass formation psychosis
and enact favourable change one social circle
at a time:–
● Continue to speak out

Google Doesn’t Want You to Research Mass Formation Psychosis
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola:-
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Are We Living in a Dystopian Reality?
Mass formation involves the formation of a
hypnotic state around a shared consensus.Those
under its spell obsessively focus on a failure of
the normal world or a particular event or person,
who becomes the focus of the attention and can
effectively control the masses.

In reality, the topic is not new. Mattias Desmet,
professor of clinical psychology at the University of Ghent in Belgium, has been studying it
for many years, and the phenomenon actually
dates back over a hundred years. One of the
earliest works on the subject, according to
Malone, is an 1841 book titled, “Extraordinary
Popular Delusions and The Madness of
Crowds,” which details “the irrational behaviours of crowds.”

Mass formation can occur in a society with
feelings of social isolation and free-floating
anxiety among a large number of people; it leads You won’t find any of this — at least not easily
to totalitarian thinking and, eventually, to total- — if you search on Google for “mass formaitarian states.
tion psychosis” today, however, as it’s all been
effectively buried by Big Tech. What you will
After Dr. Robert find is the results of an orchestrated and
Malone (left) carefully vetted links to sites that help control
mentioned mass the mainstream narrative around the topic. This
formation on an not only serves to twist the meaning of the term
episode of The but also to discredit Malone, a classic OrwelliJoe Rogan Expe- an Doublespeak move.
rience, the term
went viral.
The top search results include headlines like
“An anti-vaxx scientist said ‘mass formation
The technocrats quickly took action, manipulat- psychosis’ caused people to follow COVID-19
ing search results and populating Google with measures. Psychologists say there’s no such
propaganda to discredit Malone and the mass thing,” (Business Insider7) and “Fact Checkformation psychosis theory.
No evidence of pandemic ‘mass formation
psychosis’, say experts speaking to Reuters”
At the end of 2021, the term “mass formation (Reuters8). Rogan’s interview with Malone
psychosis” had a value of 0 on Google Trends, was also taken down by YouTube.
meaning there’s not enough data for the term to
even make it on the charts. Then, on December Outrageously, one of the “expert fact checkers”
31, Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the used by the AP to discredit Malone and mass
mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technol- formation psychosis is Jay Van Bavel, a New
ogy, mentioned it on an episode of The Joe York University assistant professor of psycholRogan Experience viewed by more than 50 ogy and neural science who not only stated he
million people.
had never heard of the phrase and could not
find it in peer-reviewed literature, but also has
The term, which provides a coherent explanation encouraged the use of “behavioural science”
of why so many people have fallen victim to the to “nudge” and “motivate” people to obey the
unbelievable lies and propaganda of the main- official COVID-19 narrative. On January 10,
stream COVID-19 narrative, went viral. On Malone wrote:
January 2, 2022, mass formation psychosis
reached a value of 100 on Google Trends, which “[T]here has been an amazingly coordinated
means it had reached peak popularity.
effort to shoot the messenger and actively
character assassinate (or “defenstrate”) me as
Google Manipulates Reality Around ‘Mass a surrogate while avoiding any reference to the
Formation Psychosis’. The technocrats quickly highly credentialed academic Professor Dr.
took action, adding a rarely seen warning that Mattias Desmet who actually developed the
popped up for those searching the suddenly theory and has documented the extensive
popular phrase in the early days of 2022. It read, evidence in an upcoming academic book.
“It looks like these results are changing quickly.
If this topic is new, it can sometimes take time
The End OS23268
for results to be added by reliable sources.”
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

This long
sort after
book is
now
available!

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

A Magazine For
Patriots
For further details
click HERE
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Announcements
In The Name Of
Yahwey auf
Deutsch - Für
weitere
Informationen, auf
das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie
bitte

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James

CLICK HERE
CONTACT
pia-6@t-online.de

www.theflameuk.com
Contact
Tel: 07984 775937
E-mail HERE

Die Banker Satans
Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von
Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew
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